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SYN QP S iS 

This thesis is concerned with the fbrced oscillations 

of a rigid mass on the plane surface of a heavy linear 

homogeneous elastic meditmi. 	This medium may extend 

to an infinite depth or be in the ibrm of a parallel 

stratum bounded below by a plane rigid base. 

The four degrees of freedom viz, translation and 

rotation in horizontal and vertical planes are treated both 

theoretically and experimentally. 	The. notion of two 

bodies, additim of dauing, vibrations of non-rigid 

plates, impulsive motion of the mass and free vibrations 

of the mass are considered theoretically, 	Circular 

bases only are tr ated and these will give a general 

picture of what happens With more conlicated base shapes. 

The essential problem is to find the response of the 

unloaded rigid base. 	The in-phase and out of phase 

coxronents of the displacement of the base plate, when 

excited by an oscillating force, are expressed as two 

functions of the frequency 	and 	• The 

determination of these functions is the 	or part of the 

analysis. 

It is shown that no resonance of the plate on the 

semi-infinite elastic space occurs it the plate is 

unloaded. 	Addition of mass or moment of inertia to 

the plate produces partial resonance in an oases, the 

extent/ 



/extent at this partial resonance depending on the size 

of the load. 

It the unloaded plate is attached to the surface of 

an elastic stratum full resonance occurs in the two modes 

of translation and a partial resonance In the two modes of 

rotation* 

xpez'imental work, done on a model of foam rubber, 

checks favourably with the analysis. 
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CHAPTER I, 

There are many engineering problems concerned with the 

motion of a rigid mass on the ground when acted on by 

oscillating forces and couple a. Unbalanced machines set 

on foundations in the ground give oscillating forces and 

couples in both planee. 	There is an important application 

in the field of engineering seiamolor 	Earthquake waves 

cause impulsive forces on structures and especially the 

rocking of toz'a or chimneys on their bases. 	Such 

problems are complicated by the flexibility of the structure 
itself but the main problem is to find the impedance or 
response of the ground. 	Measuring instruments such as 
geophones and seismographs form a similar system and the 

results of this investigation are necessary in order to 

determine what the instrument is actually recording, The 

determination of ground elastic constants by the use of 

vertical and torsional vibrators depends on the same problem, 

However the most important application is the 

prediction of the resonance of machine foundations. 

It will be shown that a large errgy peak occurs close 

to the frequency of naid.muzrz amplitude and it is this lose 

as much as the larger amplitude which is to be avoided. 

This thesis is concerned only with a boznogeieous 

linear elastic medium. 	The practical case of ground 
presents, 



/presents further futher difficulties. 	Christopherson, in a 

note on a paper by Crockett and iamnrd, has shown that 

an infinite elastic rod with an increasing Young's 

Modulus exhibits frequencies whereas an infinite uniform 

rod exhibits no frequencies. Now a uniform semiJ.nfinite 

elastic space has no frequency of its own but it may be 

fairly safely predicted that the addition of non-linearity 

will produce frequencies. 	Generally, any departure from 

a linear medium will produce partial reflections, It is 

iaiown that the elastic constants of a material such as 

sail or clay increase with stress and thus non-linearity 

due to the weight of the ground itself and of the foundation 

is to be expected. 	Indeed, investigations have found 

that the ground does exhibit self-frequencies depending 

on the static stress under the base. 	Thus, this thesis 

is only the first step to a full ace omt of that happens 

In the practical case. 

Although it is an engineering problem it differs from 

most engineering vibration problems in that the approximate 

methods of Rayleigh-Ritz are of no avail. Analytically 

the problem is geophysics rather then engineering but 

again differs from most geophysical problems in that 

displacements at the source instead of at a distance from 

the source are required,, 

Many writers have attempted the problem on the basis 

ot/ 



lot a atu4ple spring nae system using the static stiffness 

of the ground rind adding on "effective ground mass" 

to the rinse of the foundation,* Such an approach is 

Inadequate*  

Analytical approaches follow from the Classic paper 

of H. Lamb "Propagation of tremors over the surface of 

an elastic solid", 	In this paper Lamb does the groimd 

work on the propagation of elastic waves. 	E. Reissner 

Iugenietw-Azchiv. 1936-37 considers the problem of vertical 

motion of a mass on an elastic hal f-space, using the 

method of Lamb. 	However, he considers boundary conditions 

which are far from rigorous and his eatiiiiton is shown 

in Pig.£ 	In a later paper Ieisicr considers 

torsional oscillations of an elastic half-space but again 

uses greatly airiplifted boundary aeaunptions, 	However 

Reissner and Sagogi than consider the problem of torsion 

again)uaing a system of oblate spheroidal co-ordinates 

and producing an, exact solution to the torsion problem. 

Beyond these papers no work has been done on the subject 

from on analytical point of view, 	Thi two modes of 

oscillation of the mass of rocking and of horizontal 

translation have not been considered at all and neither 

have the cases where the elastic half-space is replaced 

by a stratum on a rigid foundation. 	This is a reasonably 

relevant problem as cloy sitting on a rock base forms such 

5/ 



Ia system. 	A paper by Marguerre does consider 

propagation of elastic waves in strata but does not 

treat the special cases correspondln3 to a mass 

oscillating on upper surface. Much experimental work has 

been done on gi'oiul vibration but apparently none on a 

Linear elastic meditun. 	This thesis treats analytically 

and experimentally the oscillations of a mass on a 

homogeneous semi-infinite: elastic space and on a parallel 

stratt*u in its four degrees of freedom, viz, translation 

and rotation in the hox zcrntal and vertical planes. Only 

circular bases are treat4 but wt happens with a circular 

base will happen qualitatively with other base Shapes. 
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CUAPTER II, 

The njr problem is to find the response of the 

medium itself when excited by harmonically Taz71ng toz*eer3 

or couples applied to a massless rigid plate attached 

to the upper free surface of the ndit'*n. 

The displacexint of this plate is expressed as two 

dimensionless functions 	and 	• 	These fUnctions 

are tunctiOn of the foroix)g frequemor and of the elastic 

constant of the rne&tuni and are respectively the in-phase 

and out of phase conponentS of the diplaeennt of the 

plate referred ta 	Zoroe. Analytical34y we apply a 

force or couple 	 to the plate and the translation 

o 	o 'tior. o the 4c.te becors the real pSrt of 

reprooents the reactive 

zt of the iedance of the plate a.d, 	the dissipative 

part, 	Once these functions have been deternitned it is 

possible to treat the plate as a ocnploz iziedance and the 

addition of mass or of fwther Impedances such as elastic 

structures is reasonably straightforward. 

or auo also follow di rootly. 	The dotern.nation 

of is really the vhole problem. 

A i43l 	yedcal appreciation of the problem is 

rather/ 



/rather difficult. We have a heavy homogeneous linear 

elastic solid bounded above by a horizontal plane, stretchtn 

indefinitely in a radial direction and either stretching 

to an infinite depth, or fixed below to a rigid horizontal 

plane, The top surface is free. Attached to this 

74pper free surface is a rigid mass sitting on a plane 

circular rigid baw plate and this mass is excited by 

hai'1TCfliO forces or couples in both planes. 	It the 

elastic medium has no mass then the problem becomes 

simply the oscillations of a mass on a spring and the 

unction 	is a constant sad is the reciprocal of the 

etUThoss of the system in the particular mode considered* 

These conditions are approached in a heavy medium when a 

non4imonsi onal variable called 	becomes large1 

there fr,0  is the value a the mass, Y' the 

radius of the plate and /) the density of the medium. 

It the medium has mass then the positiOfl Is more 

coxx4tcated and the resulting vibration Is a coupx'ouitse 

between that of the mass on a massless medium and the 

response of the medium itclf. 	The response of the 

medium Itself has already been defined in terms of the 

functions 	and 	• It will be &own that these 

functions behave quite differently depending on the 

particular node considered and it is difficult to give any 

p.yieal appreciation of this behaviour. 	The function 

nay increase or decrease with increasing freciuenoy 

and/ 



/and may or may not exhibit resonances. 	The reciprocal 

of 	is the effective "Stiffness" of the system and this 

stiffness varies with frequency due to the wave motion in 

the medium. 	In the undamped case propagation of elastic 

waves to infinity means an energy loss and this loss 

provides the -4 • 	This loss may consist of both 

"body waves" and "Rayleigh surface waves" or just one of 

these two. 	With an elastic stratum waves may not be 

propagated until a certain critical frequency is reached 

and consequently, in the undamped case, 16 is zero up 

to this point. 	The addition of true damping in the 

medium, in general, alters the 	of the undanped case 

very little. 	Waves are no longer propagated to infinity 

but, as long as the damping coefficient is not too large, 

the resulting 	due to the loss in the medium) iS very 

close to the undamped 	• 	The difference between the 

damped and undamped 	is eboi but it was found unnecessary 

to add this in, in order to explain the experimental results. 

Analytically the problem is difficult because of 

the mixed boundary conditions occurring i.e. under the 

plate we wish to specify displacements whereas outside 

the plate we need to specify that the surface stresses are 

zero. 	By using the known solution of a certain pair of 

dual/ 



/dual integral equations most of the static problems 

may be solved exactly. Methods for solving the dynamic 

oases are shown but the computation necessary is prohibitive. 

However approximations are developed which limit the error 

to less than 2 - 3 %. 

The analysis locates the 4j, - , for a rigid 

plate between two limits, generally 	/,/ 

These bounds are close and-Af  lies much closer to -/j a  

than to 	• 	In most oases only//cL has been 

evaluated. 	The meaning of these limits is explained 

in the analysis. 

It was found convenient by both Lamb and Rei5aner 

to work in terms of various non-dimensional variables. 

These are now defined together idth the general notation. 

The formulae for the amplitude A of  the vibration* 

the phase angle t  between exciting force and displacement 

and the energy input L , when the plate is loaded, 

follow simply from the equations of motion of the mass 

and the mediimi, 



Lamb's elastic constants of the medium. 
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X PER I 14  S NLT A L MET iO D. 

CHAPTER Ill. 

(a) MW21 sixnUarit. 

The experimental work was done on a model. 	It is 

shown in the analysis that the displacement of the plate is 

given by \J = RL 	L1' (0 ,a) 	j (a. . 

The functions are dirEn3ionles8 and the quantities Q0)  

already defined, are also dimensionless. 	It follows 

that two different systems with the same C?,, and. 

have proportional displacements. 	Novi 00 = kvbv 	and 

if ç refers to a system and ,M to the model of that 

system then whatever hapeno in the ystem happens in the 

model at a frequency of 	ft's ts/I 
The only requirement is that the two rtezs have the same 

which means the same Poisson's ratio. 	In the case of 

a stratum the functions also include the ratio R 	and 

there is then the further requirement that the two systems 

have the same 7. • 	It is thus possible to determine 

the dimensionless functions .ij'' 4, experimentally as long 

as an elastic medium can be found with a 'oisson's ratio )) 

of the requisite value. 	Apart from practical considerations 

the values of the density and Young's modulus of the 

material do not matter. 	The experiment determination 

of these functions is of great importance because in marr 

problems/ 
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/problems of this nature analysis is out of the question. 

Circular bases may be treated analytically but any other 

shape involves impossibly long computations. 

(b) Selection of a Suitable k4aoticMed.jum 

In order to prpax'e a full range of the functions -41, 
it would be necessary to find elastic medium with a range 

of Poisson's ratio from 0 to J. Foam rubber is obtainable 

in a variety of densities. 	Pure rubber has a ratio close 

to 	and., because of the cavities, the most connon grade 

has a ratio very close to zero. 

The initial experimental work was done on a gelatine 

compound with a ratio close to . This material was cast 

Into a cylinder two feet in diameter and one foot deep. 

It was hoped that dazing in the me&twn would be sufficient 

to prevent reflections from the boundaries. 	However 

resonances appeared and this led to the analysis  of the 

cylindrically bounded case, indicated in the appendix. 

The material was recast into a square slab three feet square 

and fbur inches deep and it was found that the resonances 

from the boundaries had disappeared. 	With a square 

boundary the surface waves are no longer reflected directly 

back to the centre but undergo repeated reflections, and 

by the tine any part of the energy does reach the centre 

again it has been almost completely absorbed. 	As fur as 

displacements/ 



/displacements at the centre are concerned a square 

periphery behaves substantially like no boundary at an. 
However there were furtherdifficu3.ties. 	There was not 

sufficient material to make arW more than a four inch depth 

and this was *ot enough to represent a semi-infinite space, 

More important than this was the fact that the damping in 

the material was extremely high and this material was 

finally abandoned in favour of foam rubber. 

Sheets of foam rubber were acquired measuring three 

feet square and one inch thick. 	Initially tour sheets 

were used but later the Dunlop Rubber Co., lent a further' 

eight sheets. 	These latter sheets were of higher Young's 

modulus than the former and were placed on the top of the 

stack, 	It was found that the weight of the sheets alone 

was not safficient to keep them from parting and it was 

necessary to cement the top three together. 	The weight 

of these three was then sufficient to atop parting of the 

lower layers. 	Foam rubber has no vulcanized akin and the 

pile of sheets provided a reasonably homogeneous medium. 

Varying length pulses were epplied to the centre 

exciting-point and no measurable reflections were observed 

to return there. 	The damping of the foam rubber was 

sufficient to darV out the repeated reflections but not 

great enough to change the 	and 	from an undamped 

medium, 
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1(c) etarniinatiorL pfJastic. Constants0 

initially a cylinder of the foam was prepared of 

length several times its diameter. 	The stiffness was 

determined from the natural frequencies of masses oscillating 

on the and of the cylinder. This determines the Young's 

modulus*  The oscillation of masses on a flat block 

of the maui and vibrating in shear determined the modulus 

or rigidity. 	These values of t and. ,LL indicated 

a Folason ratio close to zero, However a more accurate 
of ) 

detorminationAwas made from the resonances of a stratum 

Of the foam in the two modes or vertical and horizontal 

translation. 	This is explained in the next chapter* 

Another check was made by assuming the well known formula 

of Bouaeineaq regarding the static stiffness of vertoal 

translation of a rigid plate on a semi-infinite elastic 

apace, 

(a) General-ZXParixrenal3-. 

This is indicated in rig. I. A concrete arch and a 

horizontal steel beam over the block or rubber provided 

a suitable rigid mounting for the exciter and pick-pup 

unit. 	The rubber sat on the ±1loor in the semi-infinite 

cases and a einç1c sheet was .Lued to a table for the study 

of the stratum cases. 

Depending on the mode of vibration being considered the 

eciter/ 



/exciter and pick-up unit was mounted either in a vertical 

position on the beam or in a horizontal position on the 

plate marked E. 	A horizontal bar with a sliding pick-up 

head was provided to measure vertical displacements of the 

surface at a distance from the centre point# 	This was 

only used in the cylindrically bounded case. 	In the 

Other oases the repeated reil ecti one change the displacements 

at points other than close to the centre from those 

occurring in a true send-Infinite case, 	This also 

prevents experimental work on the ration of two masses. 

It is shown in the analysis that surface displacements 

at points at a distance from the exciting point rapidly 

tend to the "free wave part" of the function 	and 

experimental work is not really necessary. 

(e) Exciting nd Pjck-U fiead. 

Initially the rigid base plate was made at mild steel 

and vibrated by a magnet polarized by a D.C. current and 

carrying a superimposed variable frequency A0C. current. 

This system was rather non-linear. 	It was replaced by 

the system shown in rigs. 3 and 4. 	Foam rubber has a very 

low density and in order to give the factor _-8 relevant 

values it is necessary to make the mass h-ia  very small. 

Very light coils were wound in the plane of the plate 

between light dISCB of bakelite. 	These coils were fed 

with a variable frequency current from an oscillator and 



/power an>lifier circuit and vibfated in a D.C. field provided 

by a magnet held directly over the coil. 	This magnet, 

shown ia Fig. 3 , had pole pieces which provided a rotation- 

ally syzmnetic field having a horizontal radial oononont 

and thus producing a vertical force on the coil. 

The displacements of the coil and plate were very small 

and generally less than one thousandth of an inch. 	These 

displacements were measured by the change in capacitance 

occurring between two metal discs, one disc earthed and 

moving with the mass, and the other fixed to the frame. 

This change in capacity was interpreted as a displacement 

by an instrument made by Southern Instruments Ltd, The 

change in capacity alters the lVerjuency of a local oscillator 

and an arnpli.ed voltage, proportional to change of capacity 

and to small displaceirnts, is fed directly to a D.C. cathode 

ray osolUoccope. 	This system proved very satisfactory, 

both the Southern Instrument and t)i,U. being perfectly 

stable, linear and of sufficient sensitivity, 

Displacements of the mass were needed and it was 

necessary to incorporate the bk-up plate into the exciter 

head. A very light coper disc, radially slotted to minimise 

eddy currents, was glued to the top Lace of the exciting-

coil and earthed by a li.ht wire. 	Another slotted copper 

disc bridged the gap of the D,C, field, was suitably insulated 

and/ 



/and connected by a coaxial cable to the oscillator of the 

Southern Instrument. 	Although the exciting and pickup 

components work intimately together there is no electrical 

interference between them. The very-  tine wit's of the coil 

Carried a rather heavy current (0.25 amps) causing expansion 

of the coil and an initial drift of the displacement. 

As long as the gap between the pick-up plates is 

large compared to the relative rroveniant of the plates the 

pick-up circuit is linear. 	This linearity was checked 

by comparing  the C..O*  readings with linear displacements 

of the pick-up head given by the micrometer bead mounting. 

Linearity of the exciting system was established by applying / 

linearly increasing D.0, currents to the exciting-coil. 

A bakelite disc of radius ro  and sufficient thickness 

as to be considered rigid, was glued to the top centre 

of the foam rubber pile. 	To this plate small brass 

disc masses were glued and then on top, the exciting coil. 

The total mass of the bad-,elite plate, brass disc and exciting 

coil is then -ri • In order to make h-i 0  low enough 

for the lowest value of J it was necessary to make the 

coil and plate as one unit. 

For different values of J resonance curves of airplitude 

of vibration against frequency of exciting current were 

determined, and the am plitwie of the exciting force was kept 

constant/ 
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/ 

/constant by maintaining the A.C.current constant. 

The power amplifier would not provide a sinusoidal 

output below 15 cycles per second 	This was adequate 

to plot the curves and the static deflection for the same 

force was obtained by applying a D.C. current to the coi', 

of value V'iTX R.M.S. value of the A.C. current used. 

(r) Staticisacents. 

Actual values of the displacements and exciting force 

were not determined but only the ratio of these tim  

quantities and this ratio was determined by referring to 

the static displacement. 	A email open cage with a pick-up 

plate on top was attached to the plate on the meditmi. 

By adding weights inside the cage and then lowering the 

pick-up on the micrometer head until the spot on the 

O.i.O, returned to its original position a direct measurement 

of force and displacement was made. 	This "static stiffiess" 

was corroborated by the consideration of the resonance 

frequencies of masses with a very high 	• In this 

case the system is effectively a atwpie spring-mesa one. 

Direct reading from the "Advance" oscillator feeding 

the power amplifier provided a sufficiently accurate frequency 

measurement. 

(Ii) Pb&se Measuroinenj. 

Phase angle between exciting force and the displacement 

was! 
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/was measured directly on the double beam C.R.O1  

(i)ER20  Vibratiox, 

A static displacement was given to the mess by a D.C. 

current. 	This current was than broken, the C.R,O, 

beam triggered at the same instant and the resulting 

decayed vibration of the mesa photographed by a standard 

C,R,O. camera, 

(j) xcitati-m of the. Foir bdes, 

Fig. 5 beet explains the means of exciting the four 

degrees of freedom of the mass, 	Bakelite proved a 

suitably light and rigid material out of which to make 

the various conponents and "Durofix" a suitable cement. 

The small beam were held against the knife edges 

by rubber bands and the vftole structure made rigid enoui 

to keep its om resonances well above the ±equoy range 

being considered. 	Masses were added as indicated to vary 

WD and To 	In the case of horizontal rotation 	it 

was necessary to place the masses aymtrically or other-

wise a force as well as the intended couple appears 

cm the base. 

It will be noticed that in the case of horizontal 

translation no rotation of the base plate is permitted. 

This is substantially the case analysed. 



FIG. I 	COMPLETE LAY-OUT 
VERTICAL TRANSLATION 

A 	Foam rubber 	block. 	B 	Concrete arch. 	C 	Stec I cross-beam. 

D 	Field and pick—up ass embly, 	E P1 ate to hold assemby D 	for 

horizontal excitation. 	F Adjustable pick -Up for radial 

vertical 	displacement 	mea sure men t 

FIG. 

PICK-UP 

A 

FIELD AND 
A Field and pick-up he  d 

ASSEMBLY 	B Micrometer  head and screw 

C Main slide 

 

B 



A 	Steel 	magnetic circuit 

B 	Direct 	current field 	coil. 

C 	Bake litt 	insulating washer. 

D 	Copper 	pick—up plate. 

E 	Direct 	current teld 	shape. 

F 	Coo xal cable to pick—up plate. 

G 
	

Radai slots to minimise eddy— 

currents in pick—up platc 

FIG. 4 

EXCITING- 

COIL DETAILS 

F 

/ 

Field and p ick.-u p head 

Bakelite insulating plate. 

C 	Act lye 	pick up plate. 

D 	Earthed 	pick—up plot e. 

E Fibre plate. 

F Fibre plate. 

G 	E x c 1 ttnq - coil. 

H 	Fibre 	spacer. 

J Radial slots in pick—up plate 0. 

J 

FIG. 3 	FIELD AND PICK-UP 

HEAD DETAILS 
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FIG. 5 EXCITATION OF THE 

FOUR MODES 

VERTICAL TRANSLATION 
	

VERTICAL ROTATION 

E 	I 	 C 
rD-1 	F 

II---------- 

HORIZONTAL TRANSLATION 
	

HORIZONTAL ROTATION 

-j 

A Ficld and pick up head. 	 B 	Exciting 	coil. 

C 
	

Mass m0 	 0 Moment of inertia . 

E Base plate radua 	 F 	Fbrt 	beam. 

G 
	

Knife edge. 	H Fibre pedestal. 	J Surface of rubber •  
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T 	I E 2.R I T I C A L AN D X P R I T AL 

R g S U L T $. 

In Figs, 6 30 are shown the theoretical and 

experimental results, 	Al]. the full line graphs are 

theoretical curves and the experimental values are shown 

on the same graphs as snall circles. 	In Figs. 13, 19, 

30, where no theoretical values were evaluated, the 

experimental points have been joined by broken lines, The 

theoretical results of Reissner and Sagoci are shown in 

Figs, 6, 20 also by broken lines. 

It is easy to show that the following hold; 	= 0; 

:-- =*;=°-• 
Consint of the Medium. 

It has already been noted that the foam rubber used 

for the semi-infinite and stratum cases differed. 	The 

elastic constants were as follows. 

So 1.-Infinite klastie Space. 

= o•/44 s- 	)= 0, E IcJ4 3- 
C. C. 

r VT- 
rat=- Case. 

f= 
I 
	9,- 

cc 

ji 5O_9± 
d -  

I. 

= 	 °c. 

3 14RTICL TRNSLATI9I. 

A. Send-Intinite £lastic Space. 

(a)/ 



/(a) 	tic Displacement. 

The static displacement of the rigid plate is given 

by the well-known formula of Bouaainesq., equation 50, page 

A9 0  and assuming 	)) = 0 from the sample measurements, 

was used to determine 5 accurately. 

(b) Dynamic Dieplacements. 

(1.) Theoretical Curves. 

The bounds of the two functions 4a
,for this mode 

and 	) = 0 are shown in Fig. 7 	It is shown in the 

analysis that the true 	for a rigid plate lies between 

la 	and 	, 	up to an CIO of 1,41 and also 

that they lie much closer to -jo, than 
toA-.11 

0 

Further, 2 will still lie very close to 
	OL 

for 

much higher values of Cr • 	All the theoretical curves 

have thus been based on the upper limit viz. 	ot 

It is seen from the resonance curves Fig. 8 that values 

of a0  greater than 1.5 are, in any oaae,not needed. 

Onli 	was evaluated for the other two values 

of Poisson's ratio )) • 	These are shown in Fig. 6 

together With !eissner's estimation of 	for W= 0 

Reissner's_4
2  

is not qaoted as it was incorrect on the 

basis of his viorking, (Free wave  term with wrong sign). 

The variation of 	with Y is alnx,st linear and what 

happens with the case corresponding to the experimental 

work i.e. Y= C will happen for the other values of 

Equation/ 



/ Equation (23) of the notation ahois the effect of 

adding mass to the plate, 	When the mass is zero the 

smplitude A of the vibration varies as 
f ri-7 

This variation is shown as I = 0 in Fig. 8 and is a 

dropping characteristic. 	But the addition of mass 

introduces a factor jjj~2Z)~4~46.14~into the denominator 

This factor has a mirthuwn close to that value 

Of Q which makes (1+1-c"11 ) = ô and consequently a 

maximum in A occurs close to this point; the larger 

the j , the lower this frequency, the lower-6 
and 

hence the closer the 00M, 
at maximum A to ti-de value, 

The theoretical resonance curves for various J values 

are plotted in Pig. 8 together with experimental points. 

In Fig. 9 is plotted the variation of the frequency at which 

A is a maximum i.e. Q against the factor J . This 

is shown as curve B and curve A Is the simple square 

law illustrating what the variation would be if the medium 

had no mass. 	At low values of J this variation is 

substantial. 

Pig. 10 is plotted from equation (22) a.ad illustrates 

the variation of the phase angle 	with q0 for 

various values of J ; the bigger the I the closer the 

phase angle / at OM 
to - 

Energy  input L is 3lotted non-dimensionally in F1 

3)4/ 



/lL and it is to be noticed that the maximum amplitude 

of L varies little 4th 1, The fre(uency at vhich 

this maximum occurs is close to 

It has been mentioned that true daxping in the medium 

changes the 	I for an undamped medium, in general, 

very little. 	These small deviations 21.j )  46/) are 

plotted in rig. 15 where kb , k0' are the daring coefficients 

for a form of Coulomb and viscous damping respectively. 

The reader is referred to Appendix VI for a further explanation 

of the effect of damping. 

II. zpernienta1 Curves. 

Experimental points shown in Figs. 8, 10 were made 

with an r0 = 1.30 . . There is good correspondence 

and as the theoretical curves are based on the/-1/ of an 

undamped space it follows that true damping must have a 

negligible effect in this mode. 

B. Blastic. Stx'atui 

(a) Static Djsp1acements 

The theory shows that the displacement of a rigid 

plate on an elastic stratum is smaller than its displacement 

on a semi-infinite apace by a factor k depending on the 

ratio of depth of stratum to radius of plate i.e. 'R 

This factor k lies between two factors Icf)  k, shown 

in Fig. 11 and it lies much closer to fr than to 

Experimental points are shown in Pig. 12 compared With 
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/(b) Dynam.c Dinla9emant. 

(1) The29e1421  Results. 

The infinite integral which determines 	in this 

case was not evaluated bedause of its extreme complexity. 

However,, it is shown that this integral diverges for a set 

of values of Q 0  indicating resonance of the unloaded 

plate and the frequencies corresponding to these Q 0  are 

the resonant freoucacies of a cylinder of the medium fixed 

at the bottom, constrained laterally at the sIdet and free 

at the top, 	These frequencies are the same whether the 

medium may slide horizontally on the rigid base or not. 

This, perhaps, is not an unexpected result but in the two 

cases of rotation, where it would appear as likely to occur, 

it does not. 	The addition of mass to the plate, of course, 

lowers these frequencies, 

It is also shown that energy is not propagated until 

a certain critical frequency is reached and consequently, 

in the wtãanged medium,
--4 is zero up to this point. 

This critical frequency depends on the Poisson ratio of the 

material and the nature of the lower boundary of the 

stratum. When )= 0 and the stratum may slide horizontally 

on its base then this critical frequency happens to coincide 

with the first resonant frequency of the stratum. 	The 

actual relation is complicated and the reader is referred 

to the apendiz. 

The/ 



/ 	The addition of mass to the plate lowers the frequency 

of resonance and thus brings it into the range ithere -A 
is zero, 	Consequently, apart from true damping which i.e 

generally smell, dangerous resonance of a mass on a stratum 

wk-11 occur, 

With other values of T) the critical frequency lies 

below the first resonance of 	and at resonance we have 

the unusual circumstances of an infinite peak occurring 

together with an energy loss. 	This is no longer true 

if true dwing exists in the medium, 	Nor is it true 

it the plate is loaded as can be seen from ecuation (23). 

II, JxperjmcntalIeults 

Only the first resonant frequency was detectable. 

The next one occurs at three times the first frequency and 

was apparently darrped out. 	For a fixed stratum depth 

and various ro  the resonant frequencies were ieaaured 

for a decreasing J dowa to the lost attainable, 

The amplitude at resonance errined high even as J 
became small and only the actual freçuencies are plotted. 

These are shown in Fig, 13 and they indicate that as J 

tends to zero the massless plate on the stratum resonates 

at 218 cycles per second, 	Curve A, Fig. 13 is the sizle 

square law which would hold if the medium had no mass. 

Equation (1143) page A33 gives the first resonant 

E:::  frequency of the stratum, in this mode as 



/ 	A substitution of the elastic constants quoted together 

with S - i8ci, gives 	= 207 cycles per second which 

checks reasonably with the experimental 218 cycles. 

tI. 	 VITIOAL RTAIQL 

A, $ 	Infte 	tic $Dape. 

$tatc Disp1ppents, 

The turning moment ,M necessary to rotate the plate 

through an angle 52! in the vertical plane is shown in the 

appendix to be /1 	 ('1) 9' • This simple 

torrrnxla, corresponding to the well-known Bouaeineaq formula 

for vertical translation, sh,uld be of interest in the 

discussion of the stability of towers on circular bases, 

Drna4Q Displcents. 

(1) Toriça1 Results.. 

Pig, 16 shows 	oL  for tide node when ) = 0 

It appears that, in the case of rotation, far less of the 

medium is in motion and this is shown by the fact that, 

compared to the nrxe of vertical trrelation, -/, varies 

very little with 00  and 	is small. 

quation (23) still holds for rotation if the 

indicated changes are made. 	The theoretical resonaLoe 

curves are shown in Pig, 17 and it is to be noticed that, 

because of the small -14 , the resonant peaks are large. 

(ii) xirimental Results. 

The experimental points in Pig, 17 show amplitude s 

smaller/ 
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/emllex' than the theoretical ones especially as J 
becomes larger and Q0, smaller. 	This is because the 

addition term A 	which is to be added to the --4 	of 

the undamped case in order to include damping is large 

cared to -6 At low q0 this is especially true. 
However, the 00m  Is substantially determined by 

'2 
 

If
4 
 is arniall and reasonable c orz'e spondance is 

shown in this respect. 

B, Ilast4C 8trturn. 

The integral arising was not evaluated nor erir 

experimental work perfonned, 

(b) Diaxn,tg DieDlacem%. 

(1) 	Jeozbe1i 	. Rsults. 

Whereas in vertical translation resonances of the 

unloaded plate occur they do not in this case. 	The 
integral has not been evaluated but it is shown that 

It does not diverge fbr any value of 	0 0 • It 

Is to be expected that the behaviour is similar to that of 

horizontal rotation which is treated in the next section 

and has been integrated. 	This follows because the analysis 

shows that the same factor occurs in both the rotations 

and it is this factor which determines the frequency response. 

In the case of horizontal rotation a nrnxlzmuu point occurs 

In -11  but it does not diverge. 



/4 either exists or not for exactly the same  

values as in vertical translation and the same remarks 

apply. 

(II) perj.mental Results. 

Fig, 19 shown resonance curves for several A- plotted 

to an unknown amplitude scale, and they show a definite 
I; " decrease in the resonance amplitude with decreasing ..A . 

In vertical translation the amplitudes remained high 

even for lowJ 

However little can be concluded from these experimental 

results except that they would follow readily enough from 

characteristics of the type shown in ]Lg. 22. for 

horizontal rotation. 

QRIZoNTAI ROT.ATIOIi. 

Of the four modes this La, by tar, the simplest. 

Only shear exists and the results are independent of 

Poisson's ratio. 

A, 	•.Infinite lastic 8Pace. 

(I) Theoze14923. RQswl - 

Reissner and Sagoci solved this case, statically, 

and dynamically, exactly, by using ablate spheroidal 

coordinates. 	it is solved again here using the approximate 

method of this thesis and the results are compared in Pig, 

20. 	The correspondence is close. 

The characteristics are very similar to those of 

vertical/ 
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/vertical rotation and the same remarks apply. 

(11) perimental 1sultp, 

Fig • 21, shows the experimental results and the remarks 

regarding the effect of danping in the vertical rotation 

case apply here similarly. 

B. 	astic Stratura. 

Static ilaaet. 

As in vertical translation on a sr3tuZn the displace-

inent is decreased from that on a semi-infinite space by a 

factor /ç depending on the ratio R • 

This factor k has the factor 	shown in Pig. 23, 

as an upper limit and should lie reasonably close to this 

value, 	By comparing Pig, 23. with Pig. U it is seen 

that the horizontal rotation atratiu ease tends to the 

semi-infinite case far more quickly with Increasing R 

than that of vertical translation, 

This is to be expected physically. 

namic Displatement. 

(I) Tbeoretcal Results. 

The bounds of_4011 / are more con1icatcd in this case, 

	

still lies close to and below 	a.. but 	was 

not evaluated because of the length of the integration. 

Instead b 	and _4 12 
° were evaluated and are shown in 

Fig. 22. 	The true j lies below 	at low 	and 

above/ 



/above 	at high Q  

-6 does not bcjin until the critical cl o  is reached. 

As the stratum tends to the semiinfinite case this 

critical frequency tends to zero, 	No resonance occurs. 

Instead a maximum occurs inY/at a frequency close to 

the critical value of Q0 • 	The critical value of 

c 	happens to be the same as the first resonant frequcy 

of a cylinder of the material, equal in depth to the stratum, 

free at The sides sad top, fixed at the base and resonating 

in torsion. 	As R becomes smaller these two freçuenciea 

become closer together and the peak greater. 	The limit 

Is to be expected. 

(U) 	erwetal Rul. 

Unless 	is very small *he& tie C ,  lies below the 

critical a0  and, apart from true damping, 14is zero 

and the resonant peaks tend to infinite ampUtndeo 

Experimentally the peaks were very high and consequently 

the resonance curves are not plotted but merely the frequency 

against the I • The theoretical and experimental 

results are thown In Pig. 25 for two values of R . 

Remembering that 	is too high at low Q0  and too low 

at high Q0  the £oriula 	 show that the 

experInental deviations for 	- 47  are correct but incorrect 

for 

By rrking the structure very light it was possible to 

make a J1  low enough so that &, occurred above the 

critical/ 
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/critical C?,, • The results are shown in Pig. 24 and to 

not compare favourably in amplitudes 	The structure was 

very light and possible flexing took places  However 

it is sufficient to show that no resonance of the str'tizn 

occurs. 	The theoretical amplitude ',;hen J = C) is shown 

on the same Pig, 24. 

IV. 	 flORIZONTAJ ThNLATIi. 

It a horizontal force is applied to the plate on the 

level of the medium then the plate not only translates 

horizontally but rotates slightly in the vertical plane, 

It is to be observed experimentally that the rotation is Very 

small and, in order to solve this case, a simplifying 

assumption was made. 	This assumption was that all vertical 

displacements on the surface of the medizn vanish. 	This 

is substantially the case examined experimentally where the 

method of suspension of the plate prevents vertical rotation, 

(See Pig, 5). 

A. 	IniniteEatic Space. 

Sttio i4splagezii 

Horizontal static stiffness of the plate is shown 

to be given by: U _UL 1 4   V 	 Dilatation exists 
IbA--' o 

as well as shoar and the result varies a little with 

Poisson's ratio, but not as much as in vertical translation. 

Dynamic Diaplacennut. 

(1)/ 
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/ (1) Theoretical Results. 

Fig. 26 shows characteristics very similar to those 

of vertical translation and the same remarks apply. 

(11) Experimental Results. 

Fig. 27 shows a good correlation with the theoretical 

curves md because the -6 of the widaxied case is high 

true damping has little effect*  

Bo 41golig $trptiin. 

(a) static Dilacevnt. 

No work was done theoretically or experimentally* 

(3.) Theoretical Result. 

As in vertical translation resonance of the unloaded 

plate appears at frequencies equal to those of a slab 

of the medium, fixed at the base and oscillating in she ar. 

(u) xperjjnentul Reqult. 

Fig, 30 shows that the atrtum tends to a resonant 

frequency of 155 cycles per second, 	The amplitudes 

remained high as I became small as in vertical 

translation. 	The frequency of 218 cycles, obtained for 

vertical tx'nslation, is closely j 	times 155 cycles. 

A consideration of the formulae on page A I together 

With the corresponding one for shear will show that the 

Poisson ratio of the medium must have been close to zero. 
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c o Zi c us 1 o 

The theory, without including true damping, gives a 

reasonable acoo*it of what happens experimentally. 

Of the four modes of oscillation of the loaded plate, 

the two rotations give the largest artplitudes and are 

thus the more dangerous. 

By using the model  the functions 	) 	could 

be derived experimentally for more difficult cases, 

(1) In the two cases of translation the energy peeks are 

probably more to be avoided than the anlitude peaks. 

A horizontal force, on the level of the surface of the 

medium, will give a turning couple in the vertical 

plane and resonance there as well as the horizontal 

translation. 

An unloaded plate on a send .-infinite elastic plate 

does not exhibit resonance, It resonates on an 

elastic stratum in the two modes of translation but 

not in the two modes of rotation, 
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Al 
G-rierl Solution3 of Elastic 7ave quatin 

The eoutions of motion of an elastic body 

in cylindrical co-ordinates may be expressed 

by the folloving equations. 

/ 
Li) 

P 
I = 	(>, +O Lj4 - - 2 	j 

/) P]JI 
Lt 

A_ tit 2  

.a- 
where 

az 

.az dr 
if' 

-r az 
(rir)_lk 

It he been shown b K. 'zav.a tht v_,if, L)) 
are solutions of the above eouations where, 

r-tlr 	k) 
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(I) 	 _ 
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(i ô) 	LOI A 
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9, e •  

_ f3Z-ft 
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(4) U cp"~4 

(ii) (i 51 	= - C 	H ()cr) 

(I') w = - C7; 	i-L (cr)  

where 

X Is an arbitrary raLbeter. 

A 	C,. 

 

are arbitrary consta ts and nay be 

tJen as functions of C • 

IT) is any inoger. 

( i) 	~ (Dcr) = Y(c) - 	 r) 

a second Hankel function. 

It will be sho;n tiat these three solutions rry be made 
to fit the various boundary conditions considered in this thesi 
In general, the method will be to Integrate above solutions 
with rusect to the arbitrary paraitor )C thus obt.:iaing 
a nore gancralized solution and, b using the Thurir-Bessel 
integral th&orem, choosing the functions 
to satIsf the v:riois boundary eoaiItions. 	The resultiaa 
Infinito integral, however, must be further o:aa:iaed in 
order to deternine Ita proer value. 	This is the :aethod 
adopted by Lomb In his paper "Tremors over the surface of 
an elastic solid". 	It Is perfectly straightforward but 
is, perhaps, not s elegant as a H'ankol transform, apnroach 
would be. 	This latter method could certainly be used 
for rotationally - sytmtrie cases 	 0 as it is 
possible in these eases to exaross the displacements as 
differentiale of two otcatials ' 	 and 	which satisir 

(v') 

= 2 d * 
2r ,i r 



Y/henn 40 it is not clear whether a Haniel transforLa 
of the equLtions would provide a readily available result. 

The notation relating to streases is that used 
by Love ion 'The Mathematical Theory of Elasticity" 

and the following well-known relations are taken 
from that treatise. 

êz 

zr 

- L 
-r 

± 	 __ -,-- '4). 

2.. 

The values of Afrf )  L) )  C),  necessary to satisr 

the bornthitries of the vraaus cacaa are considered under 
the four separate heading-- corresponding to the four decrees 

of freedom of the plate. 	Some general roimrks may be 
rtdo here regarding the three solutions. 	Only the 

of the Hankel function is needed. 	For axial 

0 and for rOt: ijioji in a vortical alone or 

translation in a hOrizOnial a1ane t = I 



A4 
For sd-Infinite c.son n us--- the solutions indicated 

j3Z 
containing the factors 

_ 2 
e. 	showing no boundary 

at an infinite depth. 	ii1osevr, when there is a 

stratum it is necessary to conund these three solutions 
Z 

with the corresponding ones involvinL 	 , giving 
reflections frin the lower boundary. 

The following results are needed often in the theory. 

(a) Dual Integral Fauations. 

I..i. Busbridge has shown that the solution of the 

two Integral equations, 

( 	
J  00 

O) 

 (f)Ct ) 

( 	 fb c 	0 	/ >1 

where 	is .;iva:i '.1nd 	 Is to bc found, 

is 4vcn by 

()-jC 	

+I 

+ 

valid for (- or -)!-- <I 	qhe 

function 	nuat be in arcbie over the 
Interval (o,i) 

3011iie's First Finite Lntagral 

fo
/9  

:iera )0the 2) 	nã 	exc;od 
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(c') 	fZ4:e1 fwictions. 

The fo1ioinj :ro?eltius of Hnkol functions arc used 

In the analysis, the notation bet'tat of tson's 

"Bessel Thrictions. 

H r, 	J-  x -f- 
	
(x) 

( 	 (x) - 

rhcfl .t bcoics lae 

1TL + c_t f_f) 
vir e 

Hh) 	
(DC 

( *) 

undto e 	14,, fr) r rocc:its a :avo io J.,  

towarls the orila ad J 	 oroje i:o;rc 31 	out ioa 

the /OP1r jfl, 

—H0 x) 
(-) 	) 

H1 E)  
(d) an mt 	aJ 	DIN I SERIES  

If X4 4DO wi aosolutely convor;cnt iirei in 

the ron;;c 0 X ! 	H is a real constant 	fl O ora' 

if 	- - 	oo t.o oci t.  ive roots of the eciotion 

AfJ Jh'(A) iL/Zr 	0 then at any .ointO<DC J 

C ::i DC e:::o:ia t iii 	fOi 

A)C) 	 '4r  

Ar = [ 	T, (Ar  X) I 

I'd--'Cj 

. X 

anci if H _, 	ía to be tohen zero, the eouation 

deteniinin; 	, 4 	bci;Ic J, A) 0 nJL the fiat 

term of the cx ision 	Ac X 	There 



q) 	A 0  = ( + 
	

h 	 A 6 

Correa onLiin. to tht series cn.ansion there 13 an integral 

expansion which s.ates that vith simil.r restrictions on 11 

and 

() 	 ) 

(e 	our inr ti.on ';ith br cj-i. 

Ininite integrals involv1a factors o( 

occur rc'catedlly in the following an Jaia and it is  

ctesirThlc to integrate around an infinite si-e1rclo in the 

uer halfjlsne end along the horiaontaJ. axis. 	By 

staying on one branch of the above branch functions it Collots 

that intogrends containing these functions may be incgratcd 

around thfl contour if the sign of .ha rdicnl is ch:agcd to 

the l o ft of the ao L its - ,k or 

This diagram iidicatcs the signs to ic given to the 

io:.ls o( and 
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I A SEMI-INFINtTE SPACE 

The solution of the cee vhon the ; late is excited 

by a syiriotrical vertical force is obtained from solutions 

1 and 3 quoted in the lct section. 	The motion is 

syetr1cal and 	;re put frr = 0 	iving V z 0 and the 

follo'ving cLiJcemeno 	
4-6 

f
AZC Xe1() 

(3) w {e'— Cx01 	
I -r) 

a) tctic die lecc:t of 

Firstly consider static dis'lacement of the plate. 

This, of cou.rec, is the well-krtovm Boussinosq problem and 

is solved here using the Dual Integral ecu:tioau already 

meationed. If the two arbitrary functions At'x') and ('x' 
are to be retained the staic solutions 	be deriveL 

from the dynamic once as follows. 	Let the frequency 

O ISA, , 	0 and exsand to the first order in 

U 	
f 	

(Lt4) -CDC-,(/ 	
I 	 --DC -Z 

(34) W 	fAx (j— 	+ 	- Cc(I 	)] 
er) 

nOi 1-r 	 ut 

± c(J) 'A, 

and then 

1L 	 jxr) 
-z 

T0(rr) 



AS 

From these dislacemonts and the relations quoted bctv•:een 

(Usilacement and st:ee we C mci that the normal and tangential 

stresses on the free surface Z = 0 are given by, 

= A, 	
] - Z 

a
,tk 
	

r) 

=Ila 	A1 xJ 

Uain tbi.s method it is necesaary to assume that choir stress 
the- 

everywhere onfree surface vanishes. This mane that horizon— 

tal movement can exist under the plate. However prevention of 

this moveirEnt by friction will cause little chanre in the 

vertical deflection. Put z-r 0 md. A(x) k) and 

then 

L) 	,4(x) ;(xr) 

(z z 	' 1 	x49i JDcr 

Generalize the solutions by 1negrating o fr0 oO with rosaeet 

to the arbitrary parameter JC and then if CL is the vertical 

displacement of the 1ate and ro  is its radius, then Afr) 

must be chosen to satisfy the remaining two boundaries 4ven 

by 

W 	 rr0 
Jo  

(4 	 c 	(r) d,c 	0 r 
0 

Put _i:: 	, 

ro 
and the equations become a particular a:sc of the Pail 

integral eauation already ouoted whoa c( 	 r0. 



ie 
j)TO 	 01 ro / 

() 

	

f

o CIO 

F(q) 	 0 	>J 

which gives 

(s 	 F() 	29 011b
77- 

The norn,l sstre, i'icr the ;lete is nov given b 

zz 	
)dfOD 	

) o. 

(q) 
3oe YJateoi 

Tr r. /jO 

Integrate the norr.l stress over the circle r 	r0 
and the vertical force P necessary to depress the .ete Cl 

Is 

Cl (t~l 	
0 

the well-irnoV7n Bouasinesq deflectIon, 

The horizontal r'ioverrnt under the late Is given by 

	

*.taOfl 	3 /05. 

7F 

At the centre 	Q the iovonent is scro inceasin.g to 

at the periphery 	1 • Icorcssibilitg of the 

nedJua:i, denoted by ioIson's ratio )= 	or 15 	0 	ans no 

horizontal iiioveLxent under the frictionless :late 



	

Iça;!ci.i1.;, tii •rotctJ_, 	GC 3uL' ce due to the 

dc)recsion. unJer the 1ate is exactly lxdanced b,' the Increase 

l.a ':a cu;J b 	)±S3O:i 1' .t.O CiGCt. 	?hc, 	X],IUil 

ori:O a1 ..iOVC..ii 0 	U 	 0 ie 	 I 

and then lJ_ 	. 	
. 	If t:iI: 	oio:il ovc.cat vi.c 

restrained It is '.xJ:L:e1:. ti. t 1 	c:fet oii vertical iaotion 

vould be groater than _L . 	This effect is 

nciected in what foi1oa. 

(b p2naic ciic1 ceient o 

Using the ci slaccnents caotcd 1, _:n(i the relations between 

src aiJ dis•.1..co.e:1t vc havc c;s  

()
AY4L 	14 

x eJ r() e 

ty
.1 _f3 z 	 t 

 

—132 
ZZ j, ~:x f 

= %L[4 

() DC 0 

The othar atrcaaaa rr, re etc. 	foliovi directly from 

U 	(.) LYlt do not Icreat ua Jirect10 

I. 	rc vio.t:Lo:s. 	RAYLEIGH 	WAVE £ 

Teac aic fo.iJ by c u:.tiiJ the uaifc :r;ao 

= 	0 	thcn Z 0 yic1din; the fol1owIig v;ell 

ov.a 	 tiori T'ipat 	t;aed b 	aV1tDi(h, 

— 	 o 

this 	ut.Lon ha th: io11 7irL. red roots 

(k)=°) x1 = io78 

(co) 	z"a
(-4-) x, -Cl YT 

Ao ( O pL) 	_L 



Ali  

(2) If. d1—DC1) 	X1) 

—13 
(q) 	 = 	x 1  p' 	

] 	
, r) 

(e o) 	 = 	<, r2 	3 (ccr) 

.;hert.. JD io n ar Lr:ay c3;1ctat. 	Iiici 2 0 

get, 

- , x,,—Jj_ 	T, , r e- 

IWO p, J 	J(Z)c, r 

(ii) crc.d V1brat1ono 	Genoroii;- the OItlOi3 	- 55) 

by incr tin; dth respect to X from 

(64) 	 e4
0 
f{ 
o 

() 	et[A 30 

() £?
IT  

t[T 
e 	 ce-eclally interooted La stresses rxd 

ru c]ace:..::e e 	 0, o'.Lr. ca 2. 	0 

-. 	
... an LO :j... - ----- -------

-.-.r
-- ..LU; 	O i.Lf 	 J- . L 	(J5:.L 	 -  

corcidered. 	If other die lace ont are resuired thcth pat 

the values of A ) a.id C) 	toiaL--  ci later, is above 

eouatio:-ic 	(6 3)  

As clresd 	aesr.ioaca in the aL lc case it 	:ruct1:I 

eiralifies the results if it is s cuned tsnt 0 )  Z0 

This iranns that the plate is frictionless aliorirL: horizontod 

slidin -  to take lace underneath it. 
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.put Z fl 	Ofl3. 
zO 

('7) 	Cc) 	c,4° 	,4(x) 

L( than 

' s) 
G 

u(co'= 
4I (DA(X X L' 

Jo 

( q) w kr, a)e rA () 	r0  
Jo  

(jo) z(ro =ALeTA 	 o//3 	; (3cr) a 	= o r > r0  
Jo _1 

It is rcW'cd tt to (r)  o c( r 4 r0  

= 0 r 	' r'0 	but thc3e 	o Du:1 Inte;rl ccuftjOnO 

d'te:iaiur A(z) 	do not have an easy solutio'. It 	7ilbe 

sho:n later th:t the solution can be a.roximated to as clozi;ely 

as desired but the comoutation necessary is -prohibitive 

Reissner evaded tiic3e mixed Loundaries by assuming a contant 

&I streas 	o r r0  and taking the dis lace:.nt of 

the plate as the di343Lcc:.ient  at the centre of the circle. 

This ia. vcr ciudc. aproxir tion to a ri;;id j:latc nci aa1:s 

70 o  too high. 	A very close aprximation 

c.aa be mda in the llo-rip-j fashion. 	Assume that the normal 

stress is that of the static case which can.be  aolved. exactly. 

Then, at low frequencies, with this stress distribution, the 

dialcement Lo(r o) 	r 	ro 'will be conztant as reoiired. 



A(3 

Az the 	c 	Inc ces w o 	lo 	'rfl become 

: f'uuiction of 	. PTICEJ1, r 	no bridges a 

grea 	e ter rrt of the vraa length of the wave being propagetod 

outvtards. 	Under a rigid :1ate the prece distribution 

chani:es with ftcqucnc:.:'. 	It ,iill be sho 	11t(.,r that by 

tai:lnrg a particu1r aver 	Of of (r)  o) over r r0  it is 

poscibic to s.ecii the dcfj.ection of a rig id :lt betoen 

two close bounds. 	For the 1a.ite, the :roblera of the die- 

_L  heii the strooc 2.2 	over rt 0  is tit of the 

IC c:s Is coaid c 

/ 	 -ZZ 	
e 	r<T'0  

U 	
i-r0r. 

_ 	 rr0 
Z 2 b* the 	.ii cr-iaeJ_ iJ1uo[;:J. a1red.' aotd. 

OD 

7) 	ie. 	

=f TO 
(DC r)  DC r ro 	X)1 o, e 

his int -:ral I:LSidO 4hi -  brachst:: .!aag w av:Jaated. h 	uttlug 

-'- 51 a -id noticing th- t I ii than the SaCCIL1 cisc of 

s fii'it fiaitc i:i hn AL 0 )  Z 

-73) 	
,in 	

f 0 
(r 	= 	(Z&r0 

X 

Oo.uo Q?ujton (70) 	ni 	ea Ion (7) 	cnl(i iii hc 

condi LOLE nihI be atisfied If, 

(74) 	A (c 	-P 
8ir r0  p3c) 

DC a'(3. 



AJ- 
?Jid then )  

() 
 

U( r, o) = —Pe 	 y,(cr)6 
gir r0

4t  CO 

(7) 	(r)  0) ____ 	 Tr) 
LL7r r0  

Fallowing Lamb vie invetiatc theee integrals in order 

to determine what value of th& 13 relevant. 	This indefinite- 

noes arises from the fact that 4has a real root in the 

range of Integration, this root eorrespondin to the free 

,raves al:eady di-cuo - d. 	All the boundary conditions are 

satisfied except the radial bouiidary at infinity 	There 

are to be no reflections from infinity and the above integrals 

are now exhibited In a form. in which the nature of the waves 

at a lage radius may be examined. 

put 	3 (x r) 	-{ Hxr) + H 11 
 xr)] 

12 

and equations (75) 	and (7&) becow 

(5 ) u (r o) 
= p4t (box ( 	- 	c• (x r.') H, r) o1- 

1C..crrr0
00 

 

	

o) = 3' 7' [__cc & 	(x r0 	( r) 

/crrr0J 	j(c) 

Now integrate these around a semi-Infinite circle in upper 

half-plane changing the signs of Ot and 0 to make the lntegrud 

analytic as indicated on page A 6 . 	It cnn be easily 

sho\i. that If r ? r0  then the inaogral VaaJL ahca round the 

semi-circle. 
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How 	 X cl;;s and ch .in.; the ei 	o o4 

j thø ole 	 C 1J!C 

et 	for wfro' 	aro 

H0 '6c,  r) - J oi, 	('c, rb) H0 ' (& r) - 

(7q) 	 -i "(cc,)  

(X,  r) 
I 	O 

The disp1ccent 	(r, o) no ass --L tie forii 	- 	
- 

w (r o) 	 4 ' 	(' ) ( 1r) 	 A 	(r) fip) 
/7r 	 -( c,) -PO  

(x4)(cr) HO ) c 

i) 	 F(c) 	-k)' - Dec - 

A ieo 

4t 
o) = 	I 	 1 

/Jh7rr0  

r _J 	x( 	A)r0 H,tr)c 

	

if 	F). 

7eue of the ceu 1r1 	ttor.the Cuchy friei el 

value of the intercas j 	(o and (8) 	i.e inferred. 

Consider the three 1ntet'ne occuring in 	end 8) 

is positive in the rawes of integration and because (x r  

of the factors H. (xr) the in. egrals are recoanized as 

suns of waves diverging from the origin. 



A/6 
Honcver, the first tcr:n in IL and (.) rcrooc.n 

standing waves. 	Tiow it is t: be noticed that if to those 

solutions we add the free waves 12 0 , O) (e(-7-ul-tioll,4/),(4-7) 

thea none of the boundary conditions already satisfied ore 

affected in any nay, and the result is still a solution. 

Further, by choosing the arnglitndo of the ---aires U0  and WO  

correctly, it is possible to convert the standing nave part 

in above expressions into a travelling wave and so satisfy the  

radiaL DouncLary at infiniy. 

In (1)) (2) put 

—? &7rA s6c,ro') 
(g3) 	

/C7rr0 

ana 

 
j4, t (77-,( 

1Cirr'0  

 W 	7e- 	xr0  
0 

/Arr 0  

., T(Dr,r-) 

Addition of toe to (so) and (9 	cancels the standing 

wave part of jfr o 	and 	t:nt of -lk('r o 	to 

a term containing , (TI  -- Y,( -r'1 	fi,c-r) ni1cia is 

0. diverging wave. 	All tIc boundaries are now 	isfied and 

the final dialacenents are given by, 

(8 9) 

u(r)  o) TTht(X  
g,(L7rr 	 T)  

Jo 

Tor) d-zC 

-Pe 	7r (Dc, ro) DC  ,(-kL 	3-; 
/cTr r0 



Al? 
(i) t  100 

W( (r o) J>e (-X-v) 	(xc) ot 

- 

ASO 

/4h7rr0  

iheie the Cuchy rici1 v1ueo oI the in cr:1s re now 

under3toOci. It Is convenient to chnc the praiter X 

e2 t itroducc the 3110: :r non—dirioncional vaiiai1os, 

(se) 	 t4t1, 

citIien 

(ro - 
81.7rroJ 

- - 	 (°o 	0 
(aG,) 

/,rr0  

iS tho col- tion of the vortical suifco ci 

t1C In o ho:io e:ieous Clao 	::Iocil'Jti 7htT1 CC1iCil 1: 	a 

ye t1C'LJ. $tios dI3tib'tiofl 	o 	r 	ro 

to tho 	':tic 	t: 	 oii of 	rii ciieiLir plate. 

M 10 	ouonct 	w(r,o) (r 	i) 	oc aroxItely 

con:t t Tt 	 0 	TtOt I oLll 1)eCOiT 

w(r; o) 	Is now ox::.iined in or'dor to etLiote 

the dlo ltcc.c.:t 01 	IL?fd Litu. 	ThIO diSl-CO0C1-lt will 

OJViC2Gl7 COr1eSpO1d to oore fort. of verae 	w(v o) over  

rro 
( o) 

ut u(r)o) 



F, 	aridF, ai the reL.ü arid iia;i1arJ 	rts oa oua:tion 

9) 	• 	The anilitixie of the vibration at an,-,r radius 

iVCfl 

eq,) 

It is shown 1atrr that, in t 	ra:i'o of O,  relovaiit to 

the problem, F' and F.2  , as 	ici.io.is  of a or 

have i positivo 	client vrhcn r r0 	a 	q 0  i.e. 

in this range F; 	argi F 	are 	atot at the centre 

aria smallestati r r'0  . 	io 	(a ) l) aci 	q0, 

have airead: been d inod s the ii-phase and out of phase 

000nents of disa1accent ol' a iiaid 1.tc. 	It is 

to shorr tit 	(p014) > F, 	q.arc 
il  

a01i9)> 

j • o, 	 > 
FT Oonsidor the_fol1oiri; dia:rru: lijais zatiag 	F; 

£%I1 

	

00 	 C-C 

11 

F,(a*) 	 X 

\J= 

As Q iner'caLos a greatar ait of tc effective r7rivC 

1c:-;bh is hric14:cd b: point 00  or r0 	and. it 10700 0 it 

to so:ie roint Y 	sar. 
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In order to convert the c .3c ;c h ye calved to tiaC of a 

ri1d rilate forces 	' LTUst be sueriosed on the 

stress distrlbtion aencd, as indicced ia. the diagra, in 

order to nake constant, ic c. a rigid .1te, 	1w 

thc 	ota1 force oi 	the aec. is to be: co et .t and ecu1 to 

, and theM- 	ai11 be outside 

:oint X 	1.iid X 	. 	?hc., because ihatever 

the distribution of £ , and £q, 	£ ,b_ç 	i11 be 

closer to the 	oint 	Y' 	t co tho 	the ricrOSion 

of r 	r0  duo tokr, > L1n the lit of 	r 	Vo ia 	to 

iL1r1i the o -::oosito is trio for the 

= 0 	This means that deflection of a rigid 

plate lice betvretn the clef1ection at the eetrc and 

perioher. 

(qa) 	• 	fl(Q00 ) < 41  (Q0 ) < F)  ( o,, o, -L9). 

:ovcr, 

F • 

it Ic osib1rc to find c 

Conoidor the recieoca1 

ciuch 1oac 	U2CP licat LLUZl 

tiieorec of 	lei 

: 153, and a.iy to the 	eo octc of 

	

stresses and d .1aco:ents ie. tho ca iC 	co 

	

tf 	ri\ 
tribution givIi the distlacooc.tc _:' (f t 

the riid die c reos distributian aLving the die 1accect 
/Q (c, 

i3)7 , ho lacing 

the ecoat1on 1. an integral  ov.n the circle 0 

find 



AO 

,LO 	
* 

(q3) 	 r0 
7r-  r 	 [F, (a) qO)*tP(aQD)J 

J ,L4-t'0  

±E f J(a,cvz) 

- 	
) l2 	F 

It follows fron the diagrair tbnt the sUm of the L..et two 

terns in (q3) is negative. 

Hence 

(q ) 	( )) < 	r 
r0

r 	P, (0--) q0 , ) 	• 

j ryr0t,i-a 

This last tera rovids a closer upci li1t o 

is an 	of the disjlaceiacnts over 	r r0  formed 

by weighing the dislaceaCflt according tu no fwcc acting 

'there. 	It will be shown by integrating the rcsuJts 

that this u,j;er unit lice close to tb 101701,  one i.e. 

tne onS:laCeiCnt at r 	r0 	ihe vrrage value" s 

now taken to ncrni us kini of average. 	It will be 

designated : U 	 ) 	i 

die CO.flC ü. U. "1b c411f 

r0  
r 	?et 2 	(r0) r) 

J r. Cr,f8r0 jo 0 

- 	 ,r0)J,J(r) 

/&r0 



Aal 
': 	1 fi.L o L. 	 bC 3hO..T1 to be absolutely 

coavegeat and thur3 may be integrated under the 1.ntegri1 

31 
Tr- 

f
ro r ( 

V 7rT—r-  _4 	

zz 

f  r
o 	 0 6 c ro "e) c  

hen 

4t 00 	- 

7e rr
.L-('q0o')GLe 

	

sjrr0 j 	&) 	 00e 
0 

0
0 o1) 

I C 71A-- r 0 /  (&,) 0 0  91  

	

= Te 	(Q" ) ) 

(9) 
84C7T (' J 

— 

	

	
(qlp ,)(i_ 

/C..,a7rr0  

= __ 	 *4. (q" 

	

ho iifi:J:u t c 	1:.. u• cw1n; Ia 

CD2.fl oota a IO:j 	J..flaTT )CIt 

	

tc T'art 1, 	correo.cnd1rc to ener
jb 

 

ho residue or free wave term 

cc 	IIO for the rest cf 1.2  aL 	cd corres oids to ti 

eacra loot 1 i.x.:Tlei 	a trf cc aeves. 



Put 

() 	r°°Ioi' 	\(cG) 

J f(°-Y2- e1e-iJ 

Y)= T0 (c e) 

= 	I ~ I 	 ihe ro 	 or To (° 
or 	= 9~411 (CI O 

('° 	11= 	 (aQ) 

6  /)4 	-?y9 ~7) 

(/01) r 	 e) q0 Q)Q 

10 
Consider 

f+00 

0° 	k' 	I 	 o) 

J 	(!tY
~ oD( 

_ 	2h1 -/)I1 

(io k" 
f ,6D 

(Q e) 

 [(e-)-_ 	(e.i9Xo-i)J 

Intecrate k', ,k 	n infinio sc:ii-eirele in uor hJf- 

plane chanfin; the eir of the rLlclical on the left of the 

branch po1ntS,0 	1 	to anho tho itogr:'::d 	 It 

ca.i he so 	Uiot ho inte;;r :'J 	and he oe::ii-circ:Lo vnishos 

if 0- • he follovng expansion can thu ho 

to dote:n.iae die macements inside the circle r r 0 
the previous expansion is only true for r r0 	i.e. 

dipleeonts outoide the circle. 	There are six odes at 

101, ± 	±6l3) 	end Rr is the sum of the residues O f Ic 

at ± &r . 	The COntOUX iflt L rOtiOfl gives, 
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'o 	 = 	f(o!V? (Q&) (Q)CIO 

Jo  [)'- 9i(1JY9!/)J 

-t 	I 	 ,iv(a ) sL(q0 9)co 

o5j  
L 

(
r 4(011  41 0 

0  

0 Ig -t4,  t'\(Q) 

J [(e 1) _ e(eXoi)J 

and. 
(106) 1  1 =1'  

(Rr +Rr"
(a) 	qD)dO 

J0 	1(e) 

t P) F-0 /V\(c) (c 0 Q) o9 

o 

If 

iecuse we are not iitaaestcd in values of 	reatci than 

1°5 the functions ,1(c) c(q0 0) 	and 	e) .-,(q 0 ) can be 

eçressed as a series. 	Is neccssar;, the:a, ta evaluate 

the above integrals with &" In place of '1 	c) 

etc. for a sufficient number of values of 71 



These integralo could be mt aec. 1 i ia.?ia t2Ofl 

were, in fact, integrated graAücal?g. 	Vertical rotation 

gives mn exactly similar integi'.1 ut itn fancat norica 

occurring in place of ) c() etC. L,r nutting 

in the resectivc coefficic'ito both t---Coe cases may be 

integrated together. 	21-ie residues are given as follov:s. 

If 9r lies outside 	or / 	then the sign sast be changed 

in the radical of the reajilue at -fr or — I 

> 	
1 —  	 (&r  

	

r 	 r 	 &,.. ( 0r 	LYr 	
15Z/) 

(q 0r) ( rI
AJ  (a ) 

	

r 	
rr (Or ' 	T'j /). 

	

(,o'i) 	 ____ 

II — 	 (' b &r) g('Or/—/ /'(c9) 
r 

Or(9/ 
(ho) 	 ____ 

/ 	R 	 -- (cf." Or .'  69r 19 1— I ti (c o) 

	

r 	r 	
9r  (0r 	Vor  : y 

i11c value of 	is cially detarnicd ac hc rootc ai tc 

(II ! ) 
cubic, 
	

—25:—/) 

+ 
the ootn SLL 9  

/3°8. 

109'g-. 

	

05O )  0• ./7S)  I /c 	0. 

(//.2) 
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loae of 

The u 	er sad J.osor I-LAts arc derived on a 'oseis of 

having a positive sioc ai.th  

rea octo 	Q.. 	or -r 	T et od of intuyr.:tion of F', 
w. 	is true for OeLd W3 used to inveia::se 

their closes for iucroaii1g a0 	• 	 oas..'es siLm  
am 

at 	a0 	"4" for IP A = -  and 	canycs ain 

at 

We 	aie net iiia:ioated i vlaes of 	n o ro 	or than 

this and our bounds of 	h are correct u: 	to 	c 

but it may be fairi: oiy .uaied that 	hc value C) 
a close aroxiisation to for mach higher values of 
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It is seen 	 F,. 7 
at a vtlue of 00 / 	 d 	 . ; 

equal i;idic.tiu:. 	he sa .e of P, (a ) a 

function of O,is noi o the fori 

fr 	
(cl. 	-1~) 

O 

OA 

.r 	cinro of olo 5 iLi occurring hos made it O-;iJ1O for 

to iicrease :c:i.tivc to -/'& ('a) tf) 

that a0 	/ 6 	oho l--  

higher vlus of 	 40 > 	ca0,) 



I 
idl 
	acutionc - ) with tho eoroe ondi oiies 

when o(, 2, 	ai' chaiiged to —c( -/ the following are 

obtaiea 	s:lutons to ",-he etaL:Lc 	ve ecuat.Lor1. 

((o) 	 ___ 	 - 	 z] T (c4 e  4t 

i(r) e 

Choae 2 0 to ve)resent tho lOwei )rndary :,id 2 	S 

	

to reroent the n:,er free surface. 	Then at Z 0, Ci): Zr 0 

ic. ii we consider the problem where the elatic medluJ 

may slide on a ri*.L foundation but has it v:ctical 

displaeeents Ct) restr..ined, then thli3 solution already 

oatisfits the lower boiidary. 

(1) Free 7avea 

&juate Z2 	 2 = , 	aad the detcriynant 

	

indicating consistency of thess tao 	aations gives ti 	llow- 

ini frecuoncy eQuation o tamed. by . .ruerrc. 

s - p 

This c uation. only has real roots above cartain values of 

depending on the atrLta do:th 	id thc. 	:ber of 

these roots deends on j,J, 



- 	 A 
Chano tao va:i•:.l X 	o 	ano., 

and =As 	ir1 	q0 N. 

V r 
This fuacti on can only be 	tiofactorily exii ine hiclly. 

Vheri 1P 	- 	then there arc only real roots if ) > 

If 	 thcI'e are realroots for any 	• 	If the 71 z 

real root is denoted by 	X 	the free waves are iven by, 

(/.5) 

0(r) 2- _[)2S saJz7çr) 

-. xJz 	S] T, 

(ii) i 30rced Viti9n 

It does not apcar fOSsible to coicu1ta the static stress 

'distribution in the stratum case by any sinle :cans. Loter 

a method vill be indicated but the conrutation is excessive. 

By applying the static tzess distribution of the sex:.i-infinite 

case, which, for not too shallow strata, will be a close 

aproximatin it is possiolo to exenine the ioain aspects of 

this case. 	Proceed exactly as In the se.ü-Infinite case 

and the following tentative expressions are obtained for the 

displacements. 	As in the semiInfinite case they must be 

examined in respect to the radial boundary at infinity. 

— OcI3 JG( ?s'*ro) 
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- 
Lake the oubtitutiofl J(x1') .-( H(xr) * H(xñ) 	and 

integrate around an infinite sei-circ1e in upper hlC-lane, 

changing the siis of cX, and 
	at the branch points in order 

to make the integrand analytic1 	iio'Jcver it L3 notCLL U  

the integrund is even with respect to c< and 3 and 

char-Ling their signs does not alter the value of the thtegrend. 

The intoL;ral around the semi-circle vaniEthos, as befoxe, for 

r 	r c, 	The function 	besides its N real 

roots, has a. iifinite nu.nber of complex roots, denoted by 

ic to be positive i.e, we are only 

intcreoted in oles in the ujper half plane. 	This contour 

integration then gives, 

(I2) 

L(r, ) 
=DC jI3 -2 	43 

/tLL7rro ] 

—at 

r 
	7T 

 41 
R 

(u.) 

—,b 

g 	(xr) 	-) cL r  

CIO -L( 

1I-= f 	•1t 

As before, this ivcs the Cauchy Principal value of the 

in. tcral. 
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7' 	T€-kc,, 	4O('j 	 s(x,r) 	y° (X, r) 
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,t 7T (, _-?, / ('c.) 

3.2) 

R(1 -7e 
1-'r 

,L (.z 	11r5 	 rto)RI& f 
77__  

COnsi.JZ1 the tern 

0tr) 

r bcoes 1arje tends t 

4) 	 - 

V7r7(.,-o)r 

DeDendin whether 4 ic -1- or — this term re.:esents 

a wave trve11in away from or torcts the origifl 	In 

ur)er half-riane 7 	is oitive and the term is thus 

exonetia11y dsinped and is riot sijiificant at Jarge distances. 
(u) 

B 	is thus recognized as an exoacntially damped travelling 
(10 

wo 	 Similar rc.rAs a1y to R 	• 	Because 

/ 	\ 	
('u) 

of the factors Xhr and y1 ( h r, R 	and 

recognized as 	 dccreasi-111 Lth res .0cet to 

r in the order of vrr 
At large distances these 

inves becs.:c 	sdsnia:mt. 
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s in t.-.e serL-infinite cc free waves 11 	niL W0  

raust be added t rmi:e the aislacceit 	t a i rge 

dit3taace, a travelling wave. 	At Z. S the free 

waves are, 

(135-) 

6:  

= - 	e4* 	 S 	g ( ) 

Choose 	 -r ? • r.) 
- 'S ,wir r0  

('IA) 60) 
ad the st:.ning:avcs 	 ire cc ic:t:d into 

travelling waves co:taiin, 	t 	H,r) 	H0  (r)3  

he full solution to the problem is thus given b the Ci.uchy 

Principal value of the integrals in eauaio:is 	19))  to- 

gether with uhe free waves of eritioi' 	 , C'/3) 

The 'aVergc LL sjlace;i:t1t  over r ro10 obtnjtd b 

ro:?rcing j x-r) 	- 	(xr 
xr0 

TIowcvcI, it Ia not .roo cod to evaluate thi integral. 

Enough of the comjlex roots 	conceivably could be 

evalaated by arro:dating procossos hut che czorc. would be 

excessive. 	The integral occurring i W(r)  s) ac artial1y 

evaluated araericn.11y and t.is evaluation revealed that, 

unlihe the 6ei-inf1rLite case, resonances ccn occur. This 

is to be ex:•ected but it will be sIowa in tne cases of rotaticr  

where it is just as much to be axpe cted,it does not occur. 
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(u') str-Jtlln Ieeonnee. 

Concide: the 1:i o;rl, the Princi-pal value of which 

OCCUrs in w(r, c)a rLd van i. t e i t 

(aá r0 (o) c& 

(13q) 	Choose 

c - -to '--- 	_/!/ c,f-LA16--/ 

30 that 0 

(hII7i 

when 9 Ia small, 

- 
-:;'( n:-Th7  & 

to the orthr of e. 

If 	is a siall quantity then, 

+ ____________ 
/ 	J0 	

L 	
! J et A] 	

J L 

The first inegrL1, heln c)I' te orIor 	L1verges 

1nllcati: reeoncaace wiien ) 

g 
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ccc re.iouant froquoncics .a: c:uaj. U o those of a rod. of the 

elastic naterial fixed at one end, free at the other and 

constrained at the aides as that all lateral movement 

vanishes there. 	It is easy to see that this result holds 

for any axisyaetrical vertical stress distribution which 

is finite at the centre. 	The stress distribution under a 

rigid plac falls Into this category and thus a weightless 

rigid plate on the surface of the elastic medium will 

resonate at these fremiencles. 

A solution may be obtained for the case then all 

displacements vanish at lower boundary Z 0 • This is so 

If the elastic nedIur: is securely stuck to the base but It is 

to be exacted that it will not differ very much from the 

previous ease. 	Choose a. cola. i.on wi:1 fbur arbitrary 

cOnG/aatI3 i]Juctrated b, 

aIz rA x e Axe 
L 	 -___ + cr- 

Z- 
IL 

 
  

L-
7J(cr) 

I can then 100 choan that the solution for all dislacenonts 

at 	Z 0 vaaisia: is fivan by, 

TIO 

ce wave. 

* 	
(f_) 7 j 4.5j p 
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As 

42) 	 (c) 	J4aSflS 

and theinto and he cone e, 

~ 4 
CA 

Choose c&-V,-[A VJ 0 , as before, end the inte;raad is 

of the order -i-- and the integral diverges. 	It follows 

that the esme resonant frequencies occur whether the stratum 

is free to slide on lover boundary or is comAutely restrained 

there. 

() Static Dlacementc 

It has boon intimated t1t the static vertical dis-

placement of a rigid plate on a stratum involves two intract- 

able integral eguntlons. 	However close bounds may be 

obtained to the dislaeeant by using the principle evolved 

earlier. 	Take the limLt of exrossion (127) as 	, J , 0 

and we have the static displace-,rats due to the stress 

distribution of th 	 in 

	

e static semi-finite case. 	It rjfl 

be shown, and is expected physically that t is stress 

distribution is greater at the outside and smaller at the 

centre than that ceased by a rigid plate on the stratum. 

This stress' distribution a .. --,died to ho surface of a 

stratum then gives disLscelaeilts of the follovrin5 sha)e: 

ro 	 r 
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Take the lii1 ae 	 0 of exj)eaioi (/7) dnd it 16 
found that, 

( co w (o ) = 	 x s 6jX0 A 
r-,r0  

('f') 	(r s) = 	 () 

(A) fJ 	(-) 
r (Aj R 

 

) 	viherc 	. 	and (4
ro 
	 (s) 	' averc" di s1ac:iaat. 

yalua t ion,. 

There apiears no •s1.:le way of evaluatin: tcac icrala 

becauee of the difficulty of deterniinin the eolex olee 

of the interand. 	VIrite, 

6 4) '- (o) ) 	Tp 	A-1 
	 -)d 

- 

(is-h w(r) 

(is (.&3;;( ') 

k 
&h4rD  (A*-& 

) Iv
9c4* 

7Tr—((= +c&4x)i'2 
0 

k 	[JO x
/r 	(x irJ' 

 

rhere is a nuafcr la:'o eioh to nahe _____________ 1 
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Al J 
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This l'itcr i.teral ias cv1li.ted numerically, 	The 

factors kI)  ka, re treatod si il.rl and the three factors are 

shovm In FIG. II 	• 	Reieiibertng tat the 3loe of the 

surface Is a..oaita that of the vertical dync.aiic case we see 

ti.t w(o 3  s) i.3 the highest :oint a--ad using the Reciprocal 

theore, as befora, it follovis that A 	for a rigid !,late 

lies betnoen k, and k • The avJn:ted results show 

tat, as 

 

	

lo-,-j :s t o a r .tui Is not too iilOVi, 	k, 	aaI 

are close together and we have rcaoiable bound.s or k 
it is to ha osactcd that ç will be much closer to A 

than to A, a--id e:: oriiae at indicates that /<3  is a good 

ae;i:ia:aaation to k 	oven for very isllOi; strata. 	As 

R SnCa fro-'l 0 to O these factors range frora 0  to 

/larl R 	k = I 	the result is that of Boussines 

for a semi-infinite elastic s.ce. 
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() Stat! Solution 

	

Eçand theoc )lutoic l.a "f -:"o of 	 to fir 

c\_A 1C A- 
order, 	 / ) L 	 1C u....0 	 11iU.0 	S 

J.-)  

c 

2r 

DC z 

x J 

-xz 
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(7o) 	N (A +A 

On the toi 	iaco Z 0 the 3hear stroas is to be zero 

everywhere, 

TZ ze=O Z0 

C 
Gv—i) 

anc, JitiTL LL3 Va]aIC Of C(x) 

LL)(V 9) o) = ,4,Cz)
6N~T) e x

1
J;(-) I) (N- i 9 

1 Z-22 (r , o) 	(A *) A1('x 	 'x r 	e 

Change AI(x) to A(c) and 	eliae the aoluttion by 

intcgratin 0 - O with respect to Dc 

w (t o) 	A (x) x Jzr) 0

go 

4 	9 

0 

74 	- (r, 	 x J('x.r) 01x 	e 

If 	 otation of the circular riCid is the angle of r  

plate in the vertical lane then, 

firsL 	rV' 

= 0 	 rr0 

ê is a 	fpo a line aeraeadiculsr to the 

veical lais of rotation. 	It is notlosu that these 

last trio bounarr conditia:a arcsstisied if Ax) 	can 

e fn;mri to satisfy the aiicwih two dual Integral 

0 c nation r 



f (x) 	) = r 	r 

(i—i() 	
0 

	

/ 	

(x) X 	c r) o 	0 	r r0  I 

These two eauatlons are recognized as a special case of the 

two Dual Integr 1 esuationo of Bu.sbridge, the general solution 

of which is rnoted on a:e '4 4 • Noting that 	= 

and 	 - 	it follows that, 

0 .7 	A (x) 	4 fire 	 c- c r) 
a 	

irxL xr6 	 .J. 

This value for A;  (X) 	es?  

o) 	c,cr y (r r) cJ 
JLxro 

From the list of integrals suotedon page 0 , o$on, 

(i 7 ci)i (r, , o) 	- QZL(A *(4 4 .1 r.SA+.. e 
()*) 77 

This stress distribution is to be expected as it is a 

superposition of a linear increase with respect to ,1 on 

the stress distribution of the vertical translation csse. 

If /\ 	is the turning :aoment necessary to rotate the 

rigid slate through an angle 	in the vertical plane 

then, 

ir 	1r0  
(j80 	 _(A)4 	 r dr 

j 
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it is 	 coo Cc int -  of A(x) so that 

both 	and r 	=O 	• 	4rocee.1 e:cLct1y 

as in the vc;tio:l tr slation ease choos1n 	to satisfy 

the noi:1 ot::tic ste'.s on the iCC suif1ce 	0 

Take this sties as the static stress distribiiio, just 

evaluated. 

i.e. 

7i ) ZZ 

Jxpreas z- by the Foirir-Jessl theoreni and, 

2) 	 ITI  f ( ) oc o 	
L 

k, 	9 

Ifr.  \/'-p 

(iqo 	
0: 

I f ro  

0 a 

This interl is now of the form of Sonines 1st integral 

e qua tion (i4..)  where 2' 	c-rO) A.t/ 	V 	 • 	Using 

P61-1  )= v' 	4 (e) = v'4- /ii — cr] It follows  

that, 
()g/) = 	- 	5) 

xL 	to 	 J 
The displacemei.t 	, 	follows directly and is examined 

by contour integration and a free wave added to make the 

	

rho1c a tr:ve.lIng ,'avo at Infinity. 	The dIslacexxnt 
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ef[o 

W- ________ 

—Al 7r  
 



the Vi'3. 10 X TO 	aLid "aVerC the CicLco- 

rient over r 	ro i. ti.e aime manner as e1orc aad 

than, 

/CrJ - (&) 
0 

q ,' 	v1/-9•' C
'4bj') - 

b l 

= —p' 0.j 

The Cauchy Ir1:ici::a1 v:lue 0 tii: 	;reJ. 1: inei'red 1 

the contour ine:11 iuio 	fo11o:.ut1nC 

la 	
cocr~ 01 

3 of 	
- 

is the true ei1c ) :o 

be fo Pc,  

evaIuated. 
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The integral are evaluted in uoriesibrm, as before, and 

the final values of ij&, 	 are exhibited as 

grahs in section 2. Jpt 	4 )  çi. /6. 

:JU- 13. ata eao. 

The sclution follovts as in the vertical strata case 

and the displacernt, aseumiag the stress distri jU1Ofl of 

ei-infinitc tatic CI---.se  is, 
o) 

A 

w(re,o)=kr,e 	/ cJJc4.L.PS 
4,2A 

wave,, 

it islntcroaia t note that resonance does not exist in 

this case 	n malysiso  as carried out for the vertical 

easa will reveal that for ar1j value of 6 	the inte;rand 

close to 	0 is of the order e aad thus does not 

diverge. 	If the 1ntora tire re expressed with respect to 

ê rather than X it is seca that the frsue 	only occu.rs 

_______ 
	T' 	and it is 

these factors that substa. ti ali: detc 	thc fresuency 

response. 	This sane factor occurs in the ease of rotation 

in a horizontal plane and it is to be exjectd that these 

two cases will behave si.milarly, 	They certainly have very 

similar semi-infinite characteristic us an be Lsoen from 

the curves and their stratum behaviour is also similar 

as shovn exporimentally. 
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Ill 	32:Li."I L i.Li• 

It i.:s been intioncd in :cciom 3 that this is the 

jnlest of the four nodes of oscill tioa and that the Send -
infinite case for o. riid - late has boon solved, exactly, 

b Rissner and Sagoci using a systen of oblate c:heroidnl 

co-ord.in .teS. 	It is solved again here by the approximate 

rrthods of this thesis in ardor to compare the result with 

the exact one of 3agoci. 	The stratum ease, mentioned but not 

fully solved b Reisener, is considered also. 

A 	3enui-Iifinit ca ;e 

Select solution 2 equationS 13)with m = 0 

IC. 

u=0 

(o') 	 - DC 
= 0 

This Sol -ion --makes all surface stresses zero exceot the 

shear stress Z..ë 

- 	 -3Z

DC 
	 e 

Z' 

The onli boimdnr conYitiori still to s: isfy is tht the 

stress 	 o 	r r0  is tit or the static case. 

By usin the to Dual into—al o uctions, as before, it can 

be easily shovm that if /\ 	is the static tsting moment 

applied to the plate then the stress distribution is, 

477-rb 3  /rr2 
	rr0 , = o r>r 
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is to be oticcL tht ", 10 ictor  
/ - r a 

in the case of rotation in a vertical -,lane ::nci t:ie trio 

cases have much in corrn. 	Express this stress distribution 

by the Fourier-Bessel Theorem, and get finally as the 

displacement, 

"3 
0 

There are no free vave. to he added in this case hecuac free 

waves cannot exist. 	In equation (o) iut  

indicating no surface stress and it folioxz that 	 0 

i.e., 1J = 	. 	This is further eahasised by the resulting 

inte:ral for if(r,o) . 	The residue at the sin11arity 

i.e.0 is easily seen to he zero so that no 

doubt arises as to he value of this integral. 

Average the displacement s in the vertical ot.ation 

case and obtain the "average' angle of rotation  

variable X  having been changed to 

(i0 s) 	 00  
9t'\e[ [J' - 

7r r. 	aJe-f 

The angle correspondinj to the displacement at tie periphery 

is given by, 

(,10 	 ere
- 	

- a-- cDQI? jr, 	c(9 . e 

Jo 



It folJ.oi;a as before, tt the m;ie 	of 	Pi. id 

,)late Is such th2t 	 • 	The intecrls 

iave ml 	 re1resejtini energy lost  to Infinity 

fo 

/ 
i tho form of ody wvcs sho'7 in the in::l b, 	and 

do 

a 	 / 	a 

Az before ij vrrits 

'7 
(o7) 

0. 

_,24- r 

:viution. 

Vri e 

fr;- I 	
/ 00 9 

0 
(oq) 	

cLê 
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cr 
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-f 	VeL 
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= 

Tror these i.itrls sosr..... 	 Fo 	I, 	IcJi':c I 

he cnVr 1 coior ch h;inL hc  1b  of /3 	Tit X 

i 
( .i o) 	_L 

/-/ 

The jnt3Ii around tLe cie1e vanishes and the resid.uos 

nt 	± I --re zero, i.e 
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Thie conou 1 	tioi. ±j1Je 

= 

fo 
e #] 

 

fo 

$c9 
_ a)d 

 

0 

C,  

J 	y7i 	 (QD) 

Inee thee b; cxjaiding the teri.s containlag ('a 0 e) 	as 

a power series d the ae the eubsiution 9 	 and 

Obtalil 1n:11, 

(01- 1 ~) 	r 	•/0Q0J_ •O,Q6 	
C 

•o0Q0 — 	00/7q 
00 	 J 

off R 	 000 	 Q a (?_ --J . 

a 

(i) 	 = 	

•/ff7 - •07 Q+ .01/9 q 

a 	0.244 1761 — 0042 00 	
006 34070 - ooa/ 06 
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Tho InogrJ.. for 'ia 	b 	ovJ 	.cd :i 	1ir1r 	ut ho 

actual value exui.tod in 	'ig. 	0 waa CO: 	a or 

the stratua case when the strati ii Jeei, 	These t-. -c) ouid 

JL'.) 	are CiOa 	to. ner u 	to a, = 	nd are seen to 

encloac te true :5 c:lculted b 	Rc.ic 	or and agoci. 

hc varitior 	o:J thec iunctioas with 0 	Is seen to be very 

similar to the ease of rotation ii a veric. 1 	;laic, this 

V: 	it: o A J 	e:a 	cJ: the 	csi.on ter: 

- 
L 	q0 	 J 

tratr 	Once. 

It is convenioi to 	rrie f3,J =A(3 	.na to 

obtain as 	solution from e!-  u;- 

0 o 

= [A z 	 1zJ()e 

a siation alne1:v 	tisIies the condition thnt afl. su:face 

stresses are zerO except 	2 0 	If z = 0 	is chosen as 

the upper free ewrceTzd 	Z 	g 	13 3eCn:eL to a lower rigid 

stratum then 	or the lo Ire r 1joindn 	we need 	'lf  

fld then, 

J 

c /5,ZJ 	c) -e 



Gciic c::c o1ut!ns

fo 	
AL 

rxI, 

r, () 

'0 

ADu1th itti 30L1-infi;lite apace ctre Q.istribition 

i.e., 

	

() ',-) 	kr 

Expand by ho Po.uier- eac1 theoren, 

'ro)
fl7l~l' 	

r 0 
T 

r)x[jCT, xf)fo/,eJ oz 

f k r0 	 - 	 J I,  

T2üc? u t 	lflL 	A(x) 	iii ti 

I ~10 	a] 
() 	t' 

	

- 	

J7 	VTJ d9 

( 	o) 	[ [r - 

In oid3r to : ccir oco or ie trie n10 	 o 	rigid 

pl:.ie It is neceiry to 	thlo case further than is 

	

rooccL in this thesis. 	There ar t;o e.Tects to he 

coasicloreci, 



A5 
Firstly, the o:t1on of :aves outwards tends to raa1 

i;l 	t the ceatre .: :ter arid anijlcs tit the periphery lost  

with iicreasina' 	Q Secondly, bee-Use wo have assuid 

the stress di 	rihitic#n of t e serii- 	i'iiite static case, 

the effect of a deereasin str:tum depth is to decrease 	l€s 

at the centre and increase them at the periphery. V'ithout 

an actual evaluation of the diaplacee!t If for various 

it i ot 	;O1hLC Lo toll whether will lie between 

aud or and t c ale at ho centre However, 

it is aooi ble to ua 	th:,t ova 	->Ome certain strtun depth 

depending on O - 
However, the integra's 

arisint in a i.-in-me comletc 2'i1- Ca3SlOii of this problem are 

tedious, 	The integral arisin,: in 	is the only one 

ihich 	ermita of a str jyhtforwarci evLi:tiOn and is the 

onla one which has been considered. 	It illustrates 

eual±tatLvely what happens and experiments show that 

'aantitatively it Is a Very reasonable approximation. 

(i) iiCC bve 

lereas in the seni-infinite ciso free waves cannot 

exist they can exist in t1e case of a stratum 	Eçuate 

surface streces to aero and tbn, 

0 

= o C'O-:~ L 0 	r, --,, ~) 

() 	a o /'-& 

4 a0'R 
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The free ..:vcs ie the 4ven i , 

(r, o = ( 	. q) 

hoz 	i..fl : fi:.it 	nubci 	Al of t1ee waves depending 

on 	a . 

As before, the solution mast be e;uiLicd in order to 

determine if the addition of free waves is necessary to meke 

the dieDlaceinents at large radius into travelling waves. 

This isy be done at the sarie tiie as the integral is 

evaluated. 

yl ua tj 04.L 

°)

= 

	

	 - c-- 

/

0 0) 	 Oeq 
_X 

0 

Put 	
/I(  ( e) H (o I1and, 

rab I I -r]  

Irte;rate I 	arozn1 t.c 	eviou.s contour changing tAe CIEJ1 

o f 	IT 	at 	-f • Hovevor the iniegrand is even 

with resct to this radical and the chaiie of sign mates no 

difference. 	Te intc/;ral r3d tha se:11—C±rcul2r part of 

the coxoai !niies j 	a 	 If instozd of using 

	

H, 1(a 	re had us 1 H 1 (' ) 	it vioald be neccss•a, 



A5 
to 1n;to aro -aryi an infinite sc:i..-circ].e in the lover half - 

lane in oadcza to 13CC ne vanishing of the integral on the 

circular port of the contour. 	The integrand has :olos at 

real values of 9 corcs:o:ading to the free waves and also 

at iuiiaginary ValLe3 	when, 

= o 

ie. Q= \Jo 7T- 

hen 	is rcal take only the positive sign and when 

lu inaginary ake both sinc. 	Call the N real 

roots 9±7L 	and the iaiaginary roots OX and 1, if 

refero to residue, the contour integration yields, 

Iv 

I 

- 
ED/7- TI 

19 

= 	--- - c  

L
c 0 O4  

r 	-... 	- c- c 	, y, (4) 	 L CA. 
- 	 - 	c 

(a) 	
CaT1icr the term )  

= 

L..0 0 b ----s large. 



Theso tomz thus ocrese exonentia11: vçL fh Jiat :aco aud 

raid1r become ne:1igib1c eorpara to the R ~- 	terms 

which as will be now shown doce .30 	1 - 

C4) 	-R+ 0, 

2hc term y' (a &,,,)iu1ictos c. st:.ii. wa7C 

decrec.sinL with respect to distaico 	a 	as ana. 

thus becoring the preoderwit term t 	 a 

Convert this ta idii wave at ± :i'i.ai t t a cravelli: wave 

b 	the w1ition oX' fce aaves 	= 	,4,. T,,,,,, (a Q,.) 
hI 

Cooae, 

TrA 0C) 	A 	' 	 3 e 

4,V, A-1 

and thO.1 t.ie tma[ OeCUIT11: I . ..o aIdX ±oa of these two 

vrves Is, 	 = -- H,foQamd t:als is 	wave 

travel1ui' ouar. .iaI, 	Jio 	.t? SOiO fopthsliaiaco— 

nint a when 	r 	'-0  

( 	(r ) = 3 	
, 

4,wirr0 L 	 ro -. \/( (a 
a,,) 

4- rrt 

hat 

4 
fr( 	- 	 q0 ),,,, 

r 

Trx 
rr 

+ 	E1 
R 	 j 



(4) 

I 

~ 4R _
I 

T7 h=9 

fLR 	J 

and 
-,- 

(45- 5 	- 

7T 

A5 

:-; (a0 9.,:) 

J -o) 	 _ 

O,. is imaginary, 	 is real and it follows 

th 	11 the err.is in 	are real and those in 	are 

imaginary. 	Jaike and mde "Tables of higher funciQno " 

provide Haekcl Pimetions of iiaginary argunts and the 

eries :r be readily eva1uotod 	The infinite series in 

& converges rather slowly and it i convenient to sum 

It as far as r, .(Q-f) and then proceed thus. 	It is 

rccaired to a.,roxiete to, 

(14/) 	 -o 	 _ aDLJ 

= R 

a0 	 0 +% J(. klr- /) '-f- - 

Is ltre eaowh i.e. hi 	Q 

01.R 
	 and, 

5)Q 
--rL- ~ 
	

L 
	 it 

	
J____ 

H1L 

If frj Is iIre isigh thei 
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I 18 C85/ to 85(3 t. t

coo 

 

() 	 - 

(-9) 	if - 
k,Q 

tittieproxittiOi 2e1:3CJt8 S0  

terit-n 	0/ 	and t10 tAs ovo 11 crr or in 	j 

leas tha 5 7 
The 	eO curce for d1ffCCLt °0 and R 	are 

shovxi in F,ure. 	The inter estin fact that is shown 

b:/  these curves is that resonance docu not exist. 	cither 

does i ext in the other case of rotation. 	Instead, a 

maxiatn ui 

 

occu:os and it occurs at a frequency close to 

the fiist r onnat freuency of a rod of the d.ium ecual in 

loxiith to the depth of the stratum fixed at the 

Proc at the top and oscillatind in torsion. 	As R.. 

bceo:ncs sna1ler the fremiency at the maximum noves cior to 

this freou.ency and the amplitude of the 	in 0 JOS 

The iiiit is obvious and is to ho e;cctccL 	 15 zoro 

until a certain frec'ueney iven by Q0 	is attained. 

Th 	a 	 waves ere re no free 	below 	s thi 	Q, 	.n energy 

rogatioa. 	It can be cns±ly soni that this critical 

value o 	o 	Is the first resonant freuency of the rod 

just inloicd. 



MM 

It is probable that fnrther maxima occur at froucacia 

close to 0. 	 when the stratum becons deep this 

case rapidly ap;r caches that of the se.-infinite case, R = /0)  

as can be seen from the curves, is very close to the seat-

infinite characteristic and it is interesting to note that the  

si.a of the free waves in the stratum case has now beconv the 

imaginary part of the integral of the semi-infinite case. 

Because of the 'great similarity in the two caees of 

rotation it is very likely that rotation in a vertical plane 

on a stratum has similar characteristics to this mode. 	In 

fact the experimental work shows this, 

I-tQi ;O&L 	i$LTI.QI. 

Of the four modes tbl8 is the TLSt coilicated. 	Shear 

is obviously the main effect but dilatation also exists 

and the results vary a little with Poisson's ratio, 	In 

order to effect a solution by the nthods of this thesis 

the boundaries maat be sin liicd, 	It will be shown 

that horizontal forces over 	r r0  cause not only 

horizontal tranalation but also rotation of the surface. 

A ri'id plate, iibjeet to a horizontal force translates 

horizontally but also rotates in a vertical plane. 	It 

Is to bô expected, and is observed experimentally, that 

this rotation is sr:iall. 
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A 	ri-I11 te 
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_2] + C(c) TI  

(50) i 	 = I 42_ 
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Por oonveiienco iie tiee $O1UtlOIlE3 u 
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oii the soeo.cl solution, 	i.e., 

(l) Bbc) IL& 	P2 
7- 

( -___ __Y/x-,-) e'3 	 e 
:;)C

A 	2r 	 - 

- 0. 

and the solution on t1 	free surface 	Z = 0 	becomes, 

o) = o) 	2 T, 	-) 	+ 

if (r; o) = (c 4) 

 

f1 F (x, o) 	T (c-i) - 3) 	JcY5 

L 	- 

c)(r) o) (x) 	c 

(a') j(ro)= p'ro) 	J.i) 

() 
L 	 -7-_I 

(r a) 
= 	

6*)
SL 

L 
It is 	:osoiblt; to eaiae 	ZZ = 0 	rhich oesa 	C () 

In terms of 	,4(X) 	and then to choose 	and. 

so that the 	LCaI stress over 	r 	r0 	is so 	particaiLr 

diei  Uri atioii 	If this is done then It I.. 	c-  ily seen that 

(r o) 	is finite and chanbes sian with ,.-f- 	i.e.: 

a rotation of the surface ta3:es .Iaec. 	The epressions 

or the d si'.cements then involve the characteristic 

eaintio._/('x) aet sim 1ific 	iorcan1ts if 	ins cad 

of eniatin. = 	as C. •xte 	d) 	0 	ever, 



Z 2 	is now inite cia t:L.; vcrti.cal focoo hive bucn 

added to kee the surface flat. 	It is observed experiment- 

ally that the vertical displaccients eaued by horizontal 

forces are sriall, and the effect on the horizontal disa lace-

irnt of preventing these vertical displacements rill be 

this derce of sinllnesa squared. 	Put C) = 0 

i.e., 

Fco) 	/e.  

and choose, 

+ x Cm (9 (1) 	,13 2 fr) 

( o) 	 = -
&x 

It ca be cash,: shown froi the recurrence relaio;is of Be 2;1,;0l 

functio4s that, 

J-1  IT)*15 c}  =
TO 

The sho r a 	saa olIow as, 

.Lhere is a frthei diiTicu1t: re 	Iiah the shear streaa 

distribution to assunc. 	consideration of the static 

soluiona farai€d b 	the 11jt of cuions -  s)y  	as 

J) 	—a' 0 	;ill show that our previous methods ,ill aot 



Ia t ii c'ae ithout furt1ier sia 1If:ing assumtioI1$. 

In equations 	 nut, 

(4) 	(x., 6) = 	, 13  F4('x,o) = _____ 

In the static case It follovn tiat the 	slaconeiite and 

stresses are no.,  of the form, 

(Z75) U F,( )bxTD (c-1) 

,fI  

d) x J 0  

The boidar conditions to be satisfied are that, 

LL = 	 9 	t- 	r 0  

ir0 . 

) 

is the ho:iaaial CLI 	laee:at of 	he riGId 1ate. 

;hc.au 	c to is 

 

(.176 -  b: 	iIieiatin 	with reoect 

to 	X , 0— 	 and the boundaries are saisfiod ii 

00 Ch0:C. so 	s to satis± the dual inte:ral oqUatIo:!s, 

r. = 	r T)  (ago) 

0 	>r0 

5hese 	::( 	'dac :a.0 	t:o 	Ja:I II. 	ao n3 	occur in Sta i.a1 

vertical ti asJtion and the: :vicld a stress distribution 
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LJ.VOJ D, 

- 	 _______ 	 = k c 9 	r ~ r 
7 	JT 

' 

Jii solutio:i nai:eaboth 	Ti 	and L'y'r o) finite anci does 

not fulfil the cici±tIori 	o 	0 	c:c :lrecdy 

rsauied. 	ovfevei1 	-eli? Lcac IL 	beia; a xesonabi 

aproxin.ton to the st'elc strecs under the :revlouB 

COfld1t1O.ri 	sumed. 

eturi to the diwelc ecu'tions ( ?C1 - .273) and, 

4.0 

 = f ( 	e= k 	e 

rr0. 

1) 	 k9e 

J 
r r0 . 

= 	o 	rr0 . 

rLc:r-3c

To 

occ1 iicorn, 

rr0 

o r>r 

Co1:2c eo•3thicIe  

X. 

(. ') 



,4C4 
i P is he ho iaonI force ca the late, he1a k = 

cTr rO 

ad the (iiarJl:J)coL1eflLo hec aiie, 

(s 
- 	

= 	Pe9 I r 	- J &bcf 2: J5f) ~ 	 T, (sq) L2 
7rL r0 J L )  

0 

CO 

if 	 430 jr- 	 -c0 J-c)c6e 

r,r0 JL 	1/3X 	2t 

'Avcrae' these di .lcecnt in th tLrection 	o = - 

the same mariner as before, i.e, integrate the diaplaccac:lt 

of a point mu1tiplIed b the etreec act1n 

at the point over the area r 

If (J 	Is the
U 

average die l,-.cc.-Lent 

of the :3-ate in the direct -Ion of the 

horizontal force i.e., 	9 = _. 	 then, 

G 

u s -P 
%1 	 [~~r, —/ \frb 

r0 
= 	 Cr r.1 

x C. 	 - _ xr + 
-Turr02 	

41 	 f3- j 
0 

The order of i 	.  	 g  andan 	 ,  

Uc - - 

	 1 54) 	. 

- 	

r0 J [x 	xJ 

fo [ 
— 

____ 
\J-i - 

+ I ____ 

_/ J 	a9 



(I) 10rec  

There are no free czave to bo i&icd. 	E-. 	all 

surface stresses to zero and ,4c) 	= C(x) =. 

heice all the displcent v..ish. 

This is also shorn-i b. thc fact tht the residues of ua 

	

t tho sin iJnit1 	.± I , ± 	re zero. 

Jvalution of U0 
Put, 

_z 	_ D 

	

-2-=-Y _U7 	 6) 
a 7 

 dore _____ •1- 
() 	

=1 t 	 i I e 

Intertc J aroind the ijfii1tc30; A-circic cono1r 

c :is of the r ticais t hc ne.tive bru.tch 

poins and obtain, 

1
P

co 
= 	

61 - ,7'/Z7 4— 	I 

H0  
r C e 	 ~ 	 D 	9 

jj Vj 
10 	 0 

/ 
_ co" cü 

//-9  
0 

- 

	

of 	 Jo ,L 

[1:92 	

d4 ~ 
0 o ) 

/ 

9 .2 	a0 9 
0 
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Integrate these by the substitutions 0 	 è= 

and, finally, 

C5-Y)a0  + (. ôss 	.o/i)Q0 4  

.000I) . 

_(00001 + 0000i)  

A 	
_(ool 	

9+ .00/)Q '  *(0000 	% •0000C a09 	

j 

'J 	
II 

 o1  
Mo 

+ It k). 
J+ It'2 
I)! 
'I 

varies i'rom0 to .-- for the fall range of Poisson's 

ratio and 'hc e 	 a sries shoae hat I 	does not vr:r as rrRlch 

with 4 	as it ci000 l.a vertical trnns1:..tion. 	This is 

to be e:coec ted ss the forces are here i.inly shearinj forces. 

(a') 	ttic Dlsilaceaient 

Put a0 O and, 

(q) 	
= 	3.9•) 

/(u( 

?hc eatio of he horisoal st aLc etifaeaie of c elate 

for a full range of foisson's ratio 15 ------ = 
7 

and thus cloca. Lot 	.iU.u.e L±all var ai.th 	 ratio. 



B. 'Oltr 	a 2"- 

13 

c

]3 the method uod prevloLlslJ it riy be shovrn th.t 

horizontal dis)1acei7ents ciuzed b the shear stress distribution 

of the seii-infiiite cse contain terns such as, 

13 S T c) 
(q7 

for aa1]. X 

	

Put 	S = 	n-/7r 

paad te f1.r;t ordi.r ii 

Cai sjo .2A - --'c -i)rx 

E 1..,' * (1± 
J I 	 J 

LC 

E 	13 5iifLlt o 	fh 	irot inc;'r 1, jçrjjjj: .rj 

integraud 01 order _L 	diverges ice., the stratum 

resocLtc; 	ca, 

(cc) 	 ___ 

	

= 	_ __ 

:heoe frc i.encLes re those of a 11oc: 1t'LCd at 1iC oto and 

free at the tor and occi11atin' in shear. 



The modes or oscillation of a cylindrical mass depth 

radius A , top surface free and sides and base 

constrained in any of several ways, follow from the 

solutions given by equations 	- 	 . 	The easiest 

form of constraint at the base and sides to solve is when 

the normal displacements and shear streasos vanish there, i.e. 

this corresponds to the boundaries being frictionless. 

The case of all displacements vanishing at the boundaries 

follows from a solution built up in tae form [A, e + '4 e 

+
13 z 
	 e 	 When nodal diameters exist 

the solution involves T '-r 	but here only two 
simple oases are considered. 

(a)( j) Symmetrical Vertical Oscillations. 

dlact solutions from equations (_ /o) //,,/4) given 

by, 

z. f zJ 

- 	 z) 

( 	=2,LL[_T 	-4)Lz '~') T 

( 	 -'j -1 	 .1 ) 	~ J/( 
4z 

Consider the problem when normal displacements and 

	

shear stresses vanish at sides and base. 	Choose 2 	0 

to represent the base, 
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and the boundaries are already satisfied there. 

Cu 	 =0 

ohoose, 

() 	J(,c,4o ie x 
14 

where 	is the 'fl 	root of the Bessel function order one. 

Then, for these values of X , 	tL and zr vanish for all 

Z when 	r == A . 	The functioas I4 Ccx), 	are 
now chosen so as to specify zero stress on the upper surface 

Z = 9 	and the frequency equation follows as, 

(30) 	 - I#. C 	 Jflg 
=0 

T.'-,.is equation determines the infinie number of frequencies 

of oscillation of the mass in this mode. 

(ii) .orced Vibaions. 

Apply the normal stress d1stribit1on of the semi-infinite 

case of a rigid plate. 	Expand this stress distribution 

as a Dm1 series with respect to the Interval Q :!! ~ r 	A 
and the displacement L) 	follows readily as, 

COO 

wfr) = 	 4c A rD) J(xMr) 

( 0 

d T, 	14) = 0 



In transform theory this result would arise out of a finite 

Hankel transform of the elastic equilibrium eou.atione. 	The 

series rap1.ly  becomes of the form, 

CPO 	 A- 
(of) S — Z 

and this is a slowly convergent series. 

It can be readily shown that as A ---:>,::>D  the series 

becomes the Cauchy principal value of the inteal, equation 

obtained as a tentative solution to the forced 

vibrations of an elastic stratum. 	This emphasizes the 

fact already shown that the Principal values of the integrals 

obtained as solutions represent solutions of the cases 

when radially bounded at infinity. 	If there is no radial 

boundary at infinity then free waves must be added in 

the manner already discussed. 

b) Free Torsional Oscillations. 

The free torsional oscillations of a mass constrained 

so that all displacements vanish at base and sides follows 

simply from solution 2. 	Select, 

(.0= 0  

= 

(- o 

=-(). 
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Select 2 = 0 	to reresent the boundary and this boundary 

is already satisfied, i.e. if- O, Z 	0 	Put 

0 and 1f- O r 4 	. The only other boundary 

to satisfy is that the upper surface is stress free. 

O) 	
= 

= 0 

( ii) 	
JhL 	 - x 

IU 	
41- 

fry, , 10 c,. 
11 

j;, 4) = 0. 

This is the frequency equation determining 	. The 

integer 77t determines the number of modes in the depth 

and 77 the number of nodes in a radial direction. 
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DPJPIi;. 

The true nature of the energy less In the medium 

i tself will, In general, depend on the particular material. 

It will suffice if we can represent some form of dissiation 

due to friction In the material. 	This energy loss Is quite 

distinct from the previous energy loss caused by the propag-

ation of elastic waves to Infinity and represented by 
-4 - 

Generally this friction loss will be much less than the loss 

of energy to Infinity and its effect is to modify 	sllghtl:. 

Ishimoto has shown that viscous damping in longitudinal 

vibrations of a rod can be represented by the addition of a 

small Imaginary term to the Young's Modulus of the material. 

It will now be shown that a similar representation Is possible 

in the three dimensional problem. 

As a form of viscous dapIng assume that the forces 

appearing at the ends of an element cx are proportional 

to the rate of Increase of strain i.e. to ------ 	 and 

then the difference between the forces acting on the ends of 

the element is proportional to 

The e(uation of motion of a bar becomes, 

( / ' 	
U 	= 	 -7'- 

In three dimensions it is to be expect -d that the 

damping coefficients are different for rotation and 

dilation. 	Call these coefficients kr) k 	. Consider 

the forces acting In the X direction on an element x ~Sz. 
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The terms representing elastic end inertia forces are 

(See Timoshenko P200), 

4- 
2c 

The extra terms due to the damping forces on the eie men L 

are, 

2. r k 22- + k a / 	 - A- 2-  
c' 	 2z 	2J. 

Rearrange these damping terms and jut _Q_ E 

In order to simplify the resulting differential equation it 

is necessary to assume a relation between /4- and 	and 

the assumption to me is that11-d- 	= k 	 A-, 

There is no nre reason for this assumption than the fact 

that it represents some form of damping and is thus sufficient 

for our purpose. 	Add the dairping terms to the other 

terms and, 

+ - 	k,) 	+ V u  
2,c 

(3/s) 

Two other eQuations for the 	and 2 directions follow 

synne tric ally. 
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But these equations are the normal differential equations of 

motion of an elastic body in Cartesian co-ordinates except 

that ,LJ. 	is replaced by ,J_L *2. ,ID kir . 	This then Is a 

convenient representation of daring In that damping may 

be added to all the solutions merely by the addition of a 

small imaginary term to 	 • 	A form of Coulomb 

damping is obtained b, suppressing the frequency factor, i.e. 

pat ,LL —,2L * - k 	. 	Som combination of these two 

types of damping could Probably be used to represent damping 

In any specific material but no work was done experimentally 

on this subject. 

(a) S)aM2inA In deep Stratum. 

It is not clear what happens when a stratum becomes 

infinitely deep with no damping. 	However, as Is to be 

expected, the addition of damping, however small, makes 

the limit of the stratum case as 	- 0D , the damped 

semi-infinite case, 

Consider, 

1 46 	 ~ I 

iYt 	(k0) 

When 9 >1 then as 
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q)  

When 9 I put 	7 = 	H 	and. then, 

(o)  

I #A4 
= 	CO•D NA 4 JL - 	PA 	___ 

HA 	+ e-. HA -.1Ji4 

Cc HA +-. ,GA- H A 

It follows that with an infinite stratum depth and finite 

damping, however s1Tll, that 	
-AP) 
	 and 

the case becomes the damped semi-infinite case. 

J) Examination by Contour Integration. 

When there is damping free waves cannot exist. 	Consider 

the case of vertical translation on a semi-infinite space. 

The integral which arised initially in the analysis is, 

T 	-'-i-' (q o 	T (c  ) c9 
(i) I 

 
0 

This integral was examined by contour integration and a free 

wave added to satisfy the radial boundary at infinity. Then 

damping is added we know from physical considerations that 

at infinity all waves are damped out and there should be no 

question of addition of "free waves". 
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This is shown mathematically by the Lct that the addition 

I1. 
of damping makes 00) V 	complex and there are no 

longer any real poles, i.e. no free waves, and the inegral 

has a perfectly definite value. 	The real roots of the 

undaed case have moved off the real axis a small distance 

dependent on the damping factor JC> 	• 	One of these 

roots moves above the real axis and one below. 	It can be 

shown by Integrating I around the semi-circular contour 

as before and noting that now only one pole is concerned 

and that it lies completely inside the contour that I 
as it stands, represents travelling waves. 	Further, the 

free wave added previously, turns up automatically plus 

small addition terms representing the effect of the damping. 

These addition terms tend to zero as the damping factor tends 

to zero. 	This, then, Is anoher approach In determining 

the significant value of I 	In the undamped case. 	When 

jo is small these small additive terms to 	and 16 
may be expanded as a Taylor series, i.e. 

= ---Y/ goo 

4- 

) are functions of 	Qo  and 	and hence 

of 	0.and . 	it is found that vary almost 

linearly with ),) 
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and it is thus better to work with 
	 than with 

(a) Solid friction,  

a0 	=1-c  41- 	 +,4k 

=4 

AW O  
4-116 
r) 

It follows that the total changes In 	and 

are given by, 

k0 11  
L ID 



(b) Viscous daxr)ing. 

The same analysis holds. 

- 	 -.L,k' 

S-ao 

/16 
L 

r, 	p 	•. 

t2) Put 	 k' 	/ 

= 00 
07 

= 	~kb cvO 	-) 

( 0 q) j '1 = qt 	 ;24 

L 

6 30) = 

These slopes of 	, - 	with respect to 	a0 	and 	)) 

are known and the deviations have been plotted from them 

for the case of semi-infinite vertical translation.) Fig. 

The factors 	,4- 	k' 	will generally be very small and 

have litle effect on the 	 of the undamped 

case. This statement must be modified for stratum 

cases where, for values of Q 	below some critical 

value,__
6 

is zero in the undamped case. 	In the 

damped case it is finite due to these small addition 

terms. 	Notice that for small 00 the signs of the 

addition terms are all positive so that the magnitude of 

is decreased and increased. 
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SOLUTION OP THE DUAL flTEGRAL EQUATIQ. 

In the solution of the motion of a rigid plate on 

a semi-infinite elastic space or on an elastic stratum the 

(d3i) 

following equations occur: 

f A ) 	(x) 	() fr) 

IA o 

For translation of the plate in 0 	and =and 

for rotation of the plate fri = I 	and  

The functions 	*-(x) ) are 	novrn and de-;'.end on 

whether the plate Is on a semi-infinite elastic space or 

on an elastic stratum. 	The function ,4() Is to be 

determined to satisfy these two eouatlons. Consider 

the case of vertical tr nslation and write It as, 

(.) 

(o) 	(9) To (sf)oLl

ro 

D 	

= r 

A () (9) T0  

whe'e 	is a constant. 	Pefer to the Dm1 expansion 

quoted as equation (. ) 	and consider the suecial expan- 

sion obtained when H = 0 • 	The equation determining 

the values of 	is then, 

(ifl) 	'T (A)=° 	j=.Ji) 44 ) 	4_1— 
;J,O. 
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Expand both the stress and the displacement when 0 

by a Dm1 series in the font, 

	

(e) T. 9) d = 	c To 	
f / 

rI 
=D. 

	

() fA& 	=0a1) 

= 0 

The coefficient ç 	is given by, 

r > 	q 	fo °Y 0P 	(9) 	)  

r 	f 
/ 	 4 

To 

	

fo 	0 

Of course, 	 ) 	Sr 	' 

Expand the stress over the full range of /) by an 

application of the Fourier-Be;---,el integral theorem, i.e. 

TO 	 To 

 

This equation determines A 	as) 



AS! 

I r 
3q) 	 fr(o)J ,p-1 	I 

Jo  

And then from equations 	 It follows that, 

(flo) 	 [o & / p') To (or,) 
Jo  

(i fo 
k-f) d 	 H  

0 

These form an infinite set of linear equations for the Infinite 

number of unknowns 	 • From physical considerations 

it is expected that the series £ /-1 	is reasonably 

quickly convergent and probably a good approximation 

would follow by considering only a few terms. 	The triple 

integral can be reduced to a single integral by using the 
re1latlon, 

L
T'O 	 To 	= 

See Whittaker and Watson, page 381. 

However, the infinite integral still remaining involves 

the function 	_____ 	. 	This function Is very 
)& (&) 

complicated and che evaluation of the integrals would be 

tedious. 



If we are considering rotation Instead of trenslation then 

Is finite for all ,-f and Its value Is given by 

the Dm1 expansion coefficient. 

(C-) flexible plates. 

It is interesting to notice that this method could be 

applied to solve problems when the late is no longer rigid. 

The solution of the displacements of a circular plate can be 

written In the fbrm 	 T (çf) where ç 	is 

any coefficient. 	Equate this displacement to the displace- 

ment of the medium and the same infinite set of linear 

equations arise. 	These equations, to-ether with the 

equations obtained from the boundari conditions on the upper 

surface of the plate, determine all the coefficients 

and 	14 r • The method applies to both rotation and 

translation on an elastic stratum or a semi-Infinite elastic 

space. 

() 	
Rigid Plate with friction. 

This ethod may be extended to solve the cases vdien 

friction under the plaie preVents lateral movement. 

Consider vertical displacement of the plate when friction 

prevents horizontal movement under the plate. 	The follow- 

ing are obtained as solutions to the differential equations 

of motion. 	The functions 	are known and the 

functions A(x) and 	 are to be found in order to 

satisfy the boundaries. 



ME 

( 	=
f 	

*  () ) 	T i-) 

=L 	
r 	c () 

=f[A )) 	 Sr 

(4) 	f(4(x) 

Consider the displacements and stresses expanded by a Dm1 

O . / 
series inside U 	/ 	 • 	

- r1te, 

) u = 	:r;  

[3<1. 

= 

= 0 

() 	 Iyf) -Y / rzi 

= 0 

Prouding as before we determine an infinite set of linear 

equations In the unknown coefficients 	Ag-, Br C{) 
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RIGID PLT 	LU.ION: SEI J -IllFINrE 

The following method is aplicable to the solution 

of the motion of a rigid 4ate on a semi-infinite space 

and is illustrated by the case of vertical tr nslation. 

When a 0 is srrnll the pressure distribution is approx- 

imately that of the static case. 	As Cl increases 

this pressure distribution changes. 	Assum. that the 

pressure distribution is given b., 

r 	 ) 	7 

OPI 

The functions 	are functions of freouency. 	ply 

this pressure distribution to the surfuce of the semi-

infinite space and by referring back to equation ('7 ) 

It Is seen that we require, 

	

(35) 	r0 	 r0 
= -4 T TO 

(I 
h-f 

~rt 	/ 
-0 

This Is the fon of Sonine's first integrcl when r0 

( 	) 	
and thus the integral beconEs, 

[
ro 

7 (h 
	I(() 
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+ I 
(cr) can be written in terms of 

and. polynomial COOCC1C1tS and then, 

( 4) 	I 	F; (xr) s (c') -- p (z;cro) 

A 1 r0 - 	
f7(/) 	+ 	

, 6 5-5) 	F; (i') = 	71 
L 	

r0
('(D) 

+ 4 

(5 	) F (b) 	
r - A, r0  

VTrL (2r0y 

AcLJ 	
- 

The displacement becons, 

~ W/ 
- 

The method of integration used previously mV be applied 

to evaluate the Cauciy Principal value of this integral 

for 	 00, w(r, o) then is ex-pressed in the 

fom, 	 c 
O+OL 	OL 

(ss)  [c1 	
- 	 7 



These coefficients are fmctions of the arbitrary 

coefficients 	and 	. 	Inside ô 	a- ~ 

for which this series is true we require that the amplitude 

of LAJ(r) 6) is constant, i.e. a ripid plate. 	Now 

the square of the amplite of C&) is ven by, 

C3 3,c.- 	-3 Gt 	-3 a 

( 	 + 

4' 
Out of this seiie pick out the coefficients of 0 ) 0 Q ) 

and equate to zero. 	These equations determine the 

coefficients 	as functions of 00 and thus the 

preacire distribuion under the rigid plate is also 

determined as a function of 00 • 	The series in A 
will converge veri quickly as long as the Q is not 

too large and a good approximation would follow from a 

few terms of the series. 	An inspection of the series 

will show that Jierc are sufficient arbitrary coefficients 
fr, 

to make the coefficients of 01 	in equation (c) 

zero. 

This method is also aalicable to the two cases of 

rotation of the latc on a semi-infinite space. 
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1X 	LOTION OF TIO J30DI.iS. 

It is required to determine the motion of a body B 

stuated at a distance from a body A. 	This latter 

body A is executing forced vibrations. 	Consider the 

case of vertical translation. 	If the distance AB is of 

any reasonable magnitude then it is shown on pages ,43/-3 

that the displacement at B is that due to the free wave 

part only. 	It is also shown that in the caseof a semi- 

infinite space the free wave has only a vertical 

cononent but in the case of a stratum both horizontal 

and vertical cor onents of the free wave exist. 	Consider 

only the vertical component. If the wave length of the 

free wave is large compared to the base of the body B 

then the displacement of a weightless rigid plate at B is 

close to the magnitude of the free wave d.isplaeement.there. 

If not then it will be close to the average displacement 

of the free wave over the base of B. When the wave 

length of the free wave is small compared to the base 

of B then the displacement of B tends to zero. 

Let the averaae displacement of the free wve 

over the base of B be 	 and Qe. 

be the force under the base of B when B is loaded 

with a mass, 	8 
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The displacement at B due to the force 	 is 

given by, 

The oal displacement at B then becomes, 

Trr0  

From the equation of motion of the mass r,0 
8 	

we obtain 

( 
(7q .8 

(') 

c)] 

,447r-r, 

+ (C4.) 
,awro R  

Eliminate the phase angle 	E 	and, 

(3•') 

09 

The displacement of B becons, 



This ecuation shows that the unloaded displacement 

of the plate is magnified, when loaded, by the factor)  

(3 	
__[ (J 61, + ('ge ct.-vag ) 

This factor is Liportant in the applicLtion of pick—ups 

and geophones in the measuring of ground vibration. It 

shows that, unless the J of the recording instrument 

is small, the characteristics of the instrument itself 

will greatly charige the ground displacement. 

As long as 	is finite there will be no full 

resonance of mass B. 	However if there is a tird 

source C and if its phasing is such that it supplies a 

.displacement at B so as to cancel the 	due to B 

itself then dangerous resonance of B would occyur. This 

situation is quite conceivable where several machines 

run on foundations reasonably close to each other. 

If the two bodies sit on a stratum it is possible 

that 41is zero (apart from true daing) because 

the frequency is too low for the propagation of waves. 
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X FREE VIBRATIONS OF 
- 

ij 

A solution involving 	e instead of 

will satisfy the wave euat1on. - k Put 4 = 4, 
where is complex. 	If is the displacement 

2 4t 
of the mass 	hi o 	then the force on the base 	—ifl0W, 	e 

Assume the static stress distribution as before, i.e. 

/ 

cirr0  fr-r' 
where P is the total force. 

i.e, 

-p = - 

Equate displacements of surface and the mass and then, 

(flo) WSt 	ow/effo! 	(ci.9)oO 

9.0 7rro  

fry o  

S',rr0 S'lr 

- 	-'190r,r
0tp 	(00  00) d9 7r 0 

 J J(P) 
 

) -4 	are known as a series in C 0 end this 

equation could be solved by a numerical network analysis 

to determine the complex 	and hence the dapping 

and free vibration parts of k 	- 
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I:LIVE 

Earhquakes especial1T cause in)u.livc forces and 

coupLs to act on structures on the ground. 	This ntion 

cn 'co c-TJc iiitod from a imovledge of the two functions 

or the Qart1cu1r odc concidered and the shape 

of the Lulse applied. 	If 7 	are the in phase 

and out of hae oo!aonents of dis- la,ce=nt when the plate 

1c irñrd with n mace 	or moment, of inertia i, 	A 

is t1' a litude of te oscillation, and 1k is the phase 

tingle between exciting force and dis,laceiint then, 

(1-2.A) 
i 

 

- 

1 

4(J 0 

	

if iztcad of 	 the exci1u, force is 

then. he di l:een.t beco9s, 

= 

	

Am 	4t je~ T1 

 

fA (p) et4.

-00 

are i1mtr:; O.i 
	 an. hen.cc  oi 	* 

If t. 	L •uIs is 	F.) 
	

then. \7e. fast find 	A (;) so 

that, 



(7) F) 
= f ~~/ 

arid. F) IDy th e I1o'urier intc:l, i.e, 

 ~24 	-4,U 
I  (3 9) F) 

= 
,27r fc 

(flo) 	

ef 	 — lob 

his 	uatixi exoi'e 	the disDidceent of the 	s 

a function of time viiii he body le :et in motion by an. 

imule of the for -, 

ihere is little to be said in a general iza; r 	rdin th€ 

effect of an iioule o these arstens. 	If 

_peaks cueod by strtuxn ro3onance or large valuec of J 

tien imulses of a duration comparable with a h1f eriod 

of the resonant frequency will aoduce the largest 

2lituc3.ee. 	The behaviour will he aiiilar to the well  

a  rohlem of an iu1 ulee aliod to a heavy sprinj and. 

iacs sete. 
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1IXILL
CARTESIAN 00-ORDINATES. 

Solutions in Cartesian co-ordinates for the displacements 

caused by given stress distributions may be obtained reidily 

in Integral form. 	The equations of motion of an elastic 

medium In DC, 9, 2 co-ordinates are given by, 

(fli) [x) , L 2 ] 	a3 

+ 	 ___ 	 = 	
i- 

.zz 

Solutions of the wave equations give, 

132 
Ac 

fj7 	 7Z 

7L7c - 	= 
(AJ,c 

____________ 

-1 
= 	

2 

- 	= 	- 

It Is now necessary to solve equations 	S1 

order to obtain 	£&) 	explicitly. 	Assume, if 

possible, that, 

(Z- 

	

(3f\
e 	) 

	

(A/ e- 	
C 	le e 

(97)  
 



then, 

N 	+ 	
Z 	

) P 
7J 

(p8) 	L 

If this value of 	is to fit equation (-) then we 

must have, 

Also, 
A,7Z7CIj 	Al.,I) e 	 713) e 9. e 

4  L 	4)-,t 7Z) 	 PI 
g Z 7bc 

(flo) £ 	= 	e 

\ = 	 - 	e 	- z 
These equations indicate that the following relations must 

hold, 	
= 	 = Q 	, N = L 

N 	 71 

These three equations are compatible and the solutions for 

-LL,1J) W follow immediately. 	Generalize these solutions by 

integrating over the range -c' 	=;,O with respect to both 

	

arbitrary parameters 1) l 	• Fourier's integral theorem 

for two variablecexpresses a function In the form, 

(9 	

= 
f?fo /rfo /)( 

The problem of tae displacements caused by a uniform shear 

strec.s 	over a rectangle-X 	) 



has a teitative solution given by displacements of the form, 

(q•) 
P 	r 	 - 71x  

2L = q (0 /ct7—--' ,.4A7t cIf3Se 	L*4Js,jrJ 
I LJ 

 J 
- —b 

The characteristic equation apearing in the bottom line 'tl 

of the integrand is the same as that which occurs in polar 

co-ordinates except that I"+ 7Z 77 	replaces 

This expression must be examined, in order to determine the 

free waves to be added to it. 	however Its form is 

very cumbersome and has not been examined any further. 

What hapens when the base shape is a circle will happen 

qualitatively, at least, for othsrbase shapes. 	Curves, 

for shapes otbir than a circle, would best be constructed 

directly from the model. 
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By UL1i1i; the solution of tLe 	o dual ocuations (21)-(22) 

it is jossiblo Lo solve urobius aboit the vitir:tions of iLO5 

ottachcd to he ñee surfce of . weightless elastic half- 

sçace. 	This is a first step to the vibrations of lates 

azched to hcv; el:stic s ConaiJer vertiel 

transl:tion. Other rrdes follow in a similar  fashion. 

The nthod proposed uses the Rayleigh-Ritz Principle and 

it is thus necessary to calculate the potential energy of 

deformation of the elastic half-shape when the surface has a 

certain shape 	(f) / 	I , Refer to the static 

solutions for vertical translation, equations (43), (44), 

and it is necessary to solve the following equations. 

TF( ( q4) 	
±F

x) T DJC o 	Qo)( <

o
0 	 (° =- 

0 

(9) 	= 	_ x 	 0 	
f 

r0  
From equation (23) vie get as the solution, 

( ) 	 y = 	I_ 	() 	f07 	
) " 

 
0 

	

(a) 	Plate HingedatPeriphery, 

The simplest case to solve is v:hen the circular plate 

is stuck to the surface of the solid and hinged at the 

periphery. 
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A general displacement form satisfying the boundaries 

(39-7) 

of this case may be taken as, 

= a 

where 3 (Xx) 

In order to evaluate 
following: 

To  (Xlrl 
r7 

F(x) we need to integrate the 

,. 

ITo  (X")L 
Jo  

Sonine 's Integral. 

(39?) 
f 	

( 1L 	= 	
( ) 

\fl — j 

(4o0) 

h 

All (_.:x •) 

Finally, 



Integrate over the area 0 ( 	I 	to obtain the 

otentia1 enerj VM of deforriition of the soli and then, 

/ 

(o 	V= 	'ffr 	T0p) f 
0 	 JO 

i(),p) T
O 

ox)o6 

T, A) Tt 63C)l 
r0 (),')= 0 

Finally, 

V = S  	 TI 
ty 

0 

xLcec -1 

(L-l( A6- 

The follOwing may be integrated by contour interation. 

/ 

f 0 D
C DC Cwl DC 

(h) 	 J 

c 

(to) 

J 	
c 0 ~C) 	

xy 



(oi) I = 	YO( X,,, 1 L co- A— L 
('h - >Ifr •) 

j) 

(o) I 	Y b(L) [cL 

Hence, 

If we consider only one term of the series, putting 

A, 

('°) V = jo 

Potential Energy of Plate. 

Tjraoskeko 'Vibration Problems In Engineering" page 426, 

quotes the following foxnula for the potential energy of 

a symmetrically dsforrsed circular plate. 

rc1-r 
(4/I) V = TF -D f 

ro

(Ct~r-r - ; Z: ~Ip) — '~ (I Ar r ctr 

i 

0 

(i ) 	 c 	
) 	() 	0. 

r'0) 



(413) V 	ffr [ -?(X, 	() 4r 4  

1  T, -  	c)3('2L 
tDI r r r( 

—T, 

rc 3  
, All T / r 	

7•
Otr 

Some of these integrals may be evaluated directly frofli 

the recurrence rel:ttions of Bessel functions and the rest 

done numerically. 	Considering one term of the series only 

we obtain finally,  

(') V = .78rTt  
F 

0 

The kinetic energy of the slate for this displacement follows 

simply as, 

T= 
ifoy 

(4J) 	
0 

= 	o/j 
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(i) 	= 	 ~ [ g2 94 	/' 
 

(i7)  
1. 

The first frequency follows sinply from Rayleigh's Principle. 

0.I35S10 )/ 

By taking more terms and differentiating with respect 

to the coefficients for minimum energy the result could be 

made as accurate as desired. 	This follows from the fact 

that the series assed is effectively a Dliii series and can 

represent any shape of deformation. 	However one erm 

probably gives a reasonable result. 	If the plate is 

not hinged but is perfectly free a similar procedure ms 

be followed. Assume the deflection to be, 

(' 9 ) 	(p) = (x p) 	A ( h) 0. 

Differentiate for minimum energy with respect to A 	and 

one or more terms 	, However, a rather intractable 

integral arises and the case has not been farther 

examined. 
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